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Dialogue is the official newsletter of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology. It seeks to promote 
current developments in the field and activities of the Society.  The opinions expressed in Dialogue are the 
views of the authors and not necessarily the views of SPSP or of the editors. 

  

Dear SPSP Members, 

We are thrilled to bring you the Fall 2012 issue of SPSP 
Dialogue, the official newsletee oo the  ociett ooe 
Personality and Social Psychology. Dialogue reports on 
cueeent developments in the field and on actvites oo the 
 ociett. Dialogue is a ooeum ooe diveese peespectves on 
issues eelatng to peesonalitt and social pstchologt.  
Dialogue publishes contemporary, newsworthy, and 
potentallt conteoveesial aetcles in a vaeiett oo aeeas oo 
interest to society members. 

Please note that some material that was formerly 
peinted in Dialogue, such as a summaet oo the Executve 
Commitee and othee eepoets, will now  e availa le to 
logged-in members at SPSP.org, under the Main tab on 
the menu ttled  EC  epoets..  

Dialogue publishes in the Spring and the Fall of each 
year. Our goal is to provide you with a mix of enjoyable 
eeading, societt news, and scientfic dialogue. 

We hope that tou will find this issue’s aetcles on 
scientfic data integeitt and shaeing paetculaelt 
informatve.   lso, we aee veet pleased to  e a le to 
pu lish the eetuen oo Paula Neidenthal’s  cademix to 
Dialogue, oollowing a long hiatus a eoad. We contnue 
oue teaditon oo pu lishing a  eavel  ecton.   he goal oo 
this secton is to eepoet on the woer expeeiences of social 
and peesonalitt pstchologists  living a eoad. (in this 
case, outside of social psychology training programs).  In 
this issue, we heae oeom Keeet  .  etnolds who is 
woering at   ND, a nonpeofit eeseaech insttute that 
seers to impeove pu lic policy through research and 
analysis.                                                  
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Please note that Dialogue can be read online, or downloaded for convenient portable reading.  

The Dialogue invites submissions and ideas for topics from the membership broadly.  Please send us your 
thoughts, comments, ideas, and paetculaelt toue lightee side!  We want to hear from you! 

 ll Dialogue aetcles in this issue aee open ooe comments oeom  P P mem ees on the  P P we site, SPSP.org. 

 he opinions expeessed in Dialogue aee not the official views oo  P P oe necessarily of the editors.  

Linrs to peevious issues oo the Dialogue, in PDF ooemat, can  e oound at htpss::www.spsp.oeg:/pageeDialogue 

We hope to contnue to  eing tou diveese and inteeestng issues over the next years of our term. 

 

Open Letter to the SPSP Membership Regarding Ethical Conduct of Research     
Patricia Devine, University of Wisconsin 

Dear SPSP Members, 

Every now and again, our field gets tested.  This is one of those times.  In a matter of a few short months, three 
cases oo suspected oeaud in the data collecting and eepoeting peocess in oue oield have come to light.  In the ware oo 
these cases, there has  een a geeat deal oo discussion conceening not onlt what to mare oo these specioic cases  ut 
also about the pressures and practices of our field more generally. Outright fabrication of data is obviously wrong. 
But what a out the  geat aeeas. oo eliminating cases, conditions, oe vaeia les/  nd, in a peeiod oo geowing 
suspicion, will people  ecome moee cautious and conceened a out shaeing theie data and stimuli/  What aee the 
consequences ooe how oue science is viewed  oth inside and outside the oield/   hese are just a few of the many 
questions we aee all talring a out in the aoteemath oo the cases oo suspected and, in some instances, conoiemed 
cased of fraud.   

Fabricating data and other forms of fraud threaten the core foundation of any field of scientific endeavor – trust 
and integeitt.  Indeed, io we can’t teust the integeitt oo the peocess, oo the attendant data, and oo the authoes who 
peoduce eepoets to peesent to the scientioic communitt, than we have nothing.  Once this teust is  eteated, it’s 
hard to get it  acr.   uch events aee eooectivelt  lacr maers on oue oield – damaging our collective reputation – and 
we need to decide as a collective how to respond to such threats.   

Some will say that our field is in crisis.  To that characterization I would add out of every crisis comes opportunity.  
In my conversations with colleagues throughout the field, I have learned that the discussions they are having with 
their students about the specific cases and the various questions outlined above have been productive and have 
aoooeded oppoetunities to discuss explicitlt a vaeiett oo issues that we mat have implicitlt taren ooe geanted weee 
eooectivelt communicated theough oue teaining (i.e., we must uphold the steictest standaeds oo ethical conduct in 
our research).   tudents aee asring moee and  ettee questions a out theie data and how to analtze them.  People 
aee talring a out what oue goals aee as individual scientists (i.e., peomoting oue science oe peomoting oueselves).  
Though prompted by unfortunate circumstances these conversations are good to have and will serve us well in the 
long eun.  Indeed, I’m  oth impeessed and inspieed  t the qualitt and the depth oo conveesations we aee having 
and they will serve as the basis for us to move forward with confidence amid the fraud cases.  

Some have wondered what our organization is doing to address these issues and others have wondered what they 
can do as individuals.   he  ociett has, indeed,  een woering on these issues  ut the woer has  een  ehind the 
scenes.  We would lire to shaee with the communitt, howevee, what  P P has done and will  eing doing to addeess 
the issues.  I then offer a few reflections on what you can do as individuals.   

What SPSP Is Doing 

Soon after the fraud allegations were made in the Stapel case, Todd Heatherton, in his role as President of SPSP, 
appointed a  asr Foece on  esponsi le Conduct.   he chaege oo the  asr Foece was to examine ethical conduct 
within the field, including what can be done to uncover misconduct, how the field can be more confident about 
the veracity of collected data, how training within the field can enhance ethical behavior, and how we can 

https://www.spsp.org/admin
https://www.spsp.org/?page=Dialogue
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_2�
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generally promote social and personality psychology as a credible scientific endeavor.   he  asr Foece was chaieed 
 t Jennt Ceocree and included mem ees oo the  P P Executive Committee as well as eepeesentatives oeom a 
num ee oo othee oeganizations (e.g.,  P ,  P ,  E P, F BB ,  P  I,   N, and   P).   he  asr Foece met at the  PSP 
meeting in  an Diego in Januaet oo 2012 and peoduced a eepoet that outlined a vaeiett oo wats we could tare 
positive steps to ensuee the integeitt oo oue science.  You can eead theough the eepoet and the  asr Foece 
eecommendations at the oollowing linr:   

https::spsp.site-tm.com:eesouece:eesmge:oiles:tasr_ooece_on_eesponsi le_co.pdo 

The SPSP Executive Committee has devoted a considerable amount of time to discussing these issues and how the 
organization could play a positive role in addressing the concerns.  One of the many ideas we generated was to 
have a symposium at our meeting in January in New Orleans devoted to some of the questions and issues that 
seem most pressing for society members.  This symposium would provide a forum for our community to come 
together to discuss the issues and to explore how to best protect our science against temptations of fraud and 
ensure the integrity of our science.  

 nd, the  ociett’s eoooets do not end theee.   P P is taring initiative to develop new woershops, policies, and 
standards for responsible conduct in research.  The challenges to the field create new opportunities for SPSP to 
assume professional leadership. 

What You Can Do 

Our ability to uphold strict standards of ethical conduct is only as good as the efforts made by the members of our 
community.  The single most important thing you can do is to adhere to these standards.  If you have questions or 
uncertainties, asr questions.  Mare discussions oo ethical  ehavioe paet oo the eveetdat discussion in toue la .  Bt 
vietue oo how tou conduct toue science,  ecome a eole model ooe othees.   he theeats to oue oield’s integeitt have 
made many people uneasy.  In some cases, people seem oveelt suspicious oo the validitt oo othees’ oindings.  In 
othee cases thet have  ecome waet when othees asr ooe theie data ooe eeanaltsis, with the implicit notion that 
someone might not teust the integeitt oo one’s science.  gainst this last concern, a wise colleague recently 
commented that io tou haven’t done antthing weong, tou don’t have antthing to woeet a out.   hinring a out it 
this way should put us at ease and allow us to move forward with confidence that our science is strong and that 
our community, with a very small number of exceptions, has integrity.   

 he  P P Executive Committee will continue to woer on these issues and we will do oue  est to reep the 
membership informed of our efforts.   

Yours sincerely, 

Patricia G. Devine 

President, SPSP, on behalf of the SPSP Executive Committee 

 odd Heatheeton (Past Peesident) 
David Fundee (Peesident Elect) 
Monica Bieenat ( eceetaet  eeasueee) 
 andt Laesen (Mem ee at Laege) 
Wendi Gaednee (Mem ee at Laege) 
 am Gosling (Mem ee at Laege) 
Jennioee Beee (Mem ee at Laege) 
 hellt Ga le (Mem ee at Laege) 
Paula Pieteomonaco ( P   epeesentative) 
 eeei Vescio ( P   epeesentative) 
 
 
 
 
 

http://spsp.site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/files/task_force_on_responsible_co.pdf
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SCIENCE 

A 21 Word Solution 
Joe  immons (Univeesitt oo Pennstlvania), Leio Nelson (Univeesitt oo Caliooenia, Beerelet), and 
Uei  imonsohn (Univeesitt oo Pennstlvania) 
 

  out a teae ago we pu lished  False-Positive Psychology,. in which we aegued that scientioic jouenals should 
require authors to disclose how data were collected and analyzed. Here we propose a simple 21-word statement 
that achieves this, and then reflect on reservations people have expressed regarding disclosure.  

  False-Positive. has eeceived much moee attention that we evee expected,  ut this attention has not yet 
materialized into concrete action designed to reduce the share of false-positives in the literature. We write this 
article hoping to move the discussion towards action. 

1. If you are not p-hacking and you know it, clap your hands.  

Many support our call for transparency, and agree that researchers should fully disclose details of data collection 
and analysis. Many do not agree. What follows is a message for the former; we begin by preaching to the choir. 

Choir: There is no need to wait for everyone to catch up with your desire for a more transparent science. If yon did 
not  -hacr a oinding, rgydh , and your results will be evaluated with the greater confidence they deserve. 

If you determined sample size in advance,  rgydh pdd

If you did not drop any variables,   rgydh .  

If you did not drop any conditions,   rgydh p  

These 21 words in a Methods section can rgydh  succinctly: 

“We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and all measures 
in the study.. 

When needed, supplemental materials can be used to ensure the 21 words are accurate. 

When sample size is not determined in advance, one could write:  

 We added 50 o seevations aotee analtzing the oiest 100.. 

  small  ut eneegetic choie mat get the entiee congeegation to sing along. 

2. Big-picture skeptics 

Three big-picture concerns have been raised: 

a)  eusts  equieements assume oe ceeate lacr oo teust among peees 
b) Policings Enooecement tuens jouenals into the police (not  ting’s) 
c) Eooectivenesss Disclosuee won’t do antthing 

 
Our reactions: 

a) Trustpd 

For trust to exist, people must agree on what it is thet aee teusting. We cannot  teust. oue colleagues to eun and 
eepoet theie studies  peopeelt. io theee is no shaeed undeestanding oo what  peopeelt. is.  

 heee is no shaeed undeestanding oo what  peopeelt. is. 

http://pss.sagepub.com/content/22/11/1359
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=p-hacking
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_3�
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 ome thinr deopping conditions is oine, othees do not.  ome thinr collecting 10 su jects at a time is oine, othees do 
not.  ome thinr deopping measuees is oine, othees do not.  nd so on.  

Note how disclosure depends on trust.  

If Faith says she collected only one dependent variable we will believe her.  

But what io she does not sat antthing/ What should we thinr/  

Because many forms of  -hacring aee common, cueeentlt accepta le, and ooten encoueaged  t jouenals, 
we should wonder, in the absence of disclosure, whether Faith actually collected more measures. 

Note how lacr oo disclosuee oostees ehrtrust.  

 sring authoes to disclose does not tare teust out oo oue scholaelt exchanges. It ceeates a oeamewoer ooe teust to 
meaningfully exist.  

b) Policing. 

 t coffee shops we can oeeelt asr,  Het, is this 1% oe 2% milr/. 

Oue aspieaton is that oue jouenals achieve this coffee-shop-geade level oo teanspaeenct, so that we can oeeelt asr 
when eeading papees,  Het, is this a 1 oe 2 dependent vaeia le studt/.   

 he  tae ucrs  aeista does not pull out a milr-fat-assessment insteument when asred. He just eeads the caeton. He 
teusts the caeton to  e teuthoul. Jouenals, similaelt, would meeelt asr authoes to indicate the p-hacr content in theie 
eeseaech and teust them to  e teuthoul. No policing, just asring. 

 

 

c) Effectiveness. 

Io tou thinr a out it, the onlt wat in which disclosuee does not eeduce the negative impact oo  -hacring – the 
lirelihood that oalse-positives will be published in our journals – is if authors lie when they disclose. They explicitly 
state theie studt had theee conditions when in oact it had oive. We don’t thinr that is veet lirelt to happen, so we 
thinr disclosuee is veet lirelt to woer. 

Those who disagree must not trust psychologists as much as we do. 

3. Small-picture skeptics.  

Two small-picture concerns that have been raised are: 

a)  ed-tape: Disclosure requirements add excessive regulation to the publication process 
b) Exceptionss What io once in a while disclosuee is impeactical/ 
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Our reactions: 

a) Red-Tape. 

The disclosure requirements we peoposed in  False-Positve. fit in halo a column oo Pstchological  cience (see 
Table 2 in p. 1362). The say it succinctly version we proposed above has but 21 words. Both can be implemented in 
supplemental mateeials, reeping the length oo pu lished content unchanged. Contrast that amount of red-tape 
with the ovee 400 pages oo the  P  sttle guide most jouenals eequiee complting with when su mitng.  

 

Figcre 2: Ncmber of words reqcired for transparency verscs stylish writngg 

 

 

Nevertheless, if push came to shove, we could maintain the existing amount of red-tape constant by substituting 
some aegua lt less vital aspects oo sttle eequieements oeom the  P  guide with those we have peopose heee. Foe 
example, we could eliminate the following 23 woeds in the  Meteication. chaptee oo the Snmahig hond gnngad to 
mare space ooe oue peoposed 21 woeds enhancing the ceedi ilitt oo a papee’s oindingss   Spacing. Never use a space 
 etween a peeoix and a  ase unit. Exampless rg, rilogeam […] Do not use a peeiod aotee a stm ol..  (p. 130)  

b) Exceptions 

De ates a out change tend to oocus on exceptionss  What io this happens/.   What io that happens/. Exceptions, 
fortunately, are exceptional. They are atypical. 

If we accept that the status quo is not peeoect (and in that theee appeaes to  e little contention), changes need not 
 e assessed in teems oo theie peeoection,  ut meeelt in teems oo theie impeovement.   good polict can then  e 
enacted as a default, and waivers be granted for exceptions. 

In the eaelt 1900s the United  tates passed  puee oood. eegulations that eequieed manuoactuees to disclose what 
was in the food they were selling. The practical concerns manufacturers expressed towards transparency in food 
then mirror those that researchers express towards transparency in research today.  

Not unlire o jections to eequiee sample size to  e n > 20, for example, ice-cream manufacturers objected to the 
arbitrary threshold of 16% of buttery fat to qualify as ice-cream.1  

                                                                 
1  Do not want to mare alcohol conspicuous,.dNuwdYoekdTheur, September 21st, 1906, pp.5 
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Not unlire o jections that it is easier to comply with disclosure for researchers in some fields than in others, 
sardines importers complained that labeling the exact type of oil in their cans was harder on them than on 
domestic producers, etc.2 

Fortunately for all of us today, the Fedeeal Goveenment rnew  ettee than to let the peeoect  e enemt oo the good. 
Io onlt peeoect solutions weee implemented, we would still  e deaoting the Puee Food  ct oo 1906. 

We hope that editors will emulate the pragmatic politicians of the 1900s, deciding to implement disclosure 
requirements in our journals before a perfect solution with no detractors is arrived at. In the meantime, those of 
us who realize transparency is a necessary condition for evidence to be scientific can start adding 21 words to our 
papers.  

Figure 3. One of these labels is not mandatory 

 

    

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 
 
 
What Can We Do to Reduce Scientific Misconduct? 
Wologang  teoe e (Uteecht Univeesitt and Univeesitt oo Geoningen),  om Postmes (Univeesitt oo 
Groningen) and  ussell  peaes (Univeesitt oo Geoningen) 
 
 he news that the highlt eespected social pstchologist Diedeeir  tapel had committed laege-scale scientific fraud 
came as a ware-up call to our scientific community. Even though there had been major fraud cases before in 
phtsics (e.g., Jan Hendeir  chön, 2002) and in medicine (e.g., Daesee, 1981; Wareoield, 2004; Woo  ur Hwang, 
2006), most oo us had nevee consideeed that such majoe oeaud would happen in oue midst.  otee all, the oeaud oo 
Kaeen  uggieeo (2001) was comparatively minor, resulting in only two retractions of scientific articles, and Marc 
Hausee (2002) was a  iologist  t teaining and thus not eeallt a peopee pstchologist, even io he did hold a position in 
pstchologt (ooe inooemation, see  teoe e, Postmes & Spears, in press). Finally, the case of Sir Cyril Burt and his 
invented twin data happened long before most of us were born.  

 he inteenational peess had a oield dat and lam asted pstchologt, suggesting that the  tapel case  exposes deep 
flaws in the way science is done in  [..] pstchologt. (Caeet, 2011). Jouenalists also wondeeed wht we did not 
discovee the oeaud eaeliee (e.g., Camp ell, 2011) and oeanrlt, we asred oueselves the same question ( teoe e et al., 
in press). We had always assumed that science is self-correcting in that findings that are based on fraudulent 
eeseaech will  e discoveeed eithee in the peee eeview peocess oe theough (oailed) eeplications (Beoad & Wade, 1982; 
Goodstein, 2012).  s Ceocree and Coopee (2011) eecentlt asreds   cientists generally trust that fabrication will be 

                                                                 
2  Geocees complain oo Wilet,. NuwdYoekdTheur, November 20th, 1904, pp.7 

Research Facts
Sample 
         Size n=50
         Set in advance
Dropped measures 0%
Dropped conditions 0%
Dropped observations 2%

http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_4�
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uncoveeed when othee scientists cannot eeplicate (and theeeooee oail to validate) oindings. In this paeticulae case, 
howevee, eeliance on eeplication did not woer. Wht/.  

In order to see how other frauds were identified, we began to study reports of fraud cases. There is abundant 
mateeial (e.g., Case summaeies oeom the  nnual  epoets oo the Oooice oo  eseaech Integeitt 
https::oei.hhs.gov:case_summaet),  ut oooicial eepoets ttpicallt do not disclose how the oeaud had been 
discovered. For this information we had to rely on newspaper reports. This limited our sample to 40 of the more 
spectaculae cases.  s we eepoeted in an aeticle to appeae in  Peespectives on Pstchological  cience., we oound to 
our surprise that hardly any of these cases had been discovered during the review process or as a result of failed 
eeplications ( teoe e et al., in peess).  

In eeteospect, one can thinr oo good eeasons ooe this.  eviewees evaluate a manusceipt in teems oo whethee 
hypotheses are clearly derived from theory, whether the research is sound, whether alternative explanations are 
ruled out, etc. Because they have to rely on information provided by the authors, fraud may be difficult to detect. 
However, our research also shows that in several of the cases we studied, the fraudsters were sloppy and left clear 
signs oo weongdoing that could (peehaps should) have eaised eeviewees’ suspicion ( teoe e et al., in peess).  his 
suggests that in general, reviewers are not always sufficiently alert to the possibility of fraud.  

With regard to replications, a frequently deplored problem is that journals typically do not accept replications for 
pu lication.  s a eesult, thet aee eaeelt done and io thet aee done, thet do not  ecome rnown to the scientioic 
community. However, as we will discuss below, there are also other reasons why replications are not always very 
effective means for the identification of fraudulent research.  

Incentives for Fraud 

We all rnow that the wat to achieve success in oue discipline is to pu lish in high impact jouenals.  nd to get 
accepted in these journals, one not only has to develop hypotheses that are novel and interesting, but ideally the 
predictions should be supported unambiguously by the data. Obviously, researchers who fabricate or falsify their 
data have an advantage here. It is therefore not surprising that journal impact measures correlate positively with 
num ee oo eeteacted aeticles (Fang & Casadevall, 2011). However, this system not only rewards fraudsters, it also 
eewaeds deseeving eeseaechees. Fuetheemoee, the ststem is shaped  t maeret ooeces.  s long as theee aee moee 
good researchers than there are jobs, departments will be selective and as long as there are more manuscripts 
than theee is pu lication space, editoes will  e too.  hus, we eeasoned that theee was little lirelihood ooe this 
system to change.  

Strategies For Fraud Reduction 

Instead oo teting to change the ststem, we decided to oocus on maring improvements to the process of conducting 
research. In this section, we discuss five potential strategies of fraud reduction. Some of these will be quite familiar 
(i.e., coueses on eeseaech ethics, inceeasing the accessi ilitt oo data sets, oacilitating eeplications) but others are less 
so (i.e., steengthening the position oo whistle lowees, instituting eeseaech audits).  

Research ethics.dMany have pointed out that the field needs clear standards and clear procedures to deal with 
suspicions about research or researchers. Indeed, our research suggests that universities have often been reluctant 
to investigate oeaud cases oe, io thet investigated them, to mare theie oindings pu lic.  his hindees us in com atting 
this problem. Institutions may also need to devote moee attention to eeseaech ethics.   couese on eeseaech ethics 
should theeeooee  e paet oo eveet geaduate peogeam (and although  tapel himselo also taught such a couese, this is 
no reason not to). In such courses one should discuss the obvious rules and good peactices (e.g., io data oo 
participants are eliminated, accepted rules have to be followed and this has to be reported in the article), as well 
as the grayer areas of research practice, such as failure to report null findings.  

But we believe that the development of a macro-level inoeasteuctuee ooe dealing with oeaud (eules and peoceduees) 
should be complemented by a consistent micro-level commitment to maintaining the highest standards of 
eeseaech integeitt in oue eveetdat eeseaech peactices.  eseaech on fraud points to the strong influence that the 
immediate social envieonment’s noems and peactices have on one’s ethical conduct.  ccoedinglt, the miceo-level 
maintenance of ethical standards by the local research group should be the most impactful way of guaranteeing 
that standards are upheld. Our research confirms that fraud is most often flagged up by insiders, aware that 
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something is amiss. Extending this, the local level is also the best place to ensure that ethical research practices are 
promoted. In some sense, this is also a heaetening conclusions we can tare mattees into oue own hands. 

Strengthening the position of whistleblowers.  s in the  tapel oeaud case, eepoets  t whistle lowees aee  t oae the 
most frequent way in which fraud is discovered. These whistleblowers are mostly research collaborators, who have 
inside rnowledge oo the eeseaech peactice in theie la oeatoet.  het aee ooten PhD students oe postdoctoeal 
researchers. It is therefore important that graduate students are not only taught proper research practices but are 
also informed that fraud does happen and what should be done when it is suspected. There should also be 
assigned people oo teust at each depaetment to whom people can tuen in cases oo suspicion.  nd theee should  e 
clear protocols stating how such discussions should be handled. Furthermore, the anonymity of whistleblowers 
must  e saoeguaeded whenevee possi le. Being a whistle lowee ooten has negative eooects on people’s caeeees–we 
need to ensure that the reputation and careers of whistleblowers do not suffer, both for individual whistleblowers 
and for the institutions who decide to self-investigate. 

Increasing the accessibility of data sets. Even though the  P  eules cleaelt speciot that authoes should shaee 
research data with othees on eequest (e.g.  meeican Pstchological  ssociation, 2010), authoes aee ooten eeluctant 
to do so. Foe example, Wicheets, Barree and Molenaae (2011), who contacted the coeeesponding authoes oo 141 
articles published in psychology journals, reported that most authors failed to send their data. One of the most 
widely accepted strategies of fraud detection is the creation of a publicly accessible repository of the data of 
published studies, which would at least discourage the most egregious example of fraud based on obviously 
du ious oe even nonexistent data. Howevee, this still leaves the possi ilitt that eeseaechees could  massage. theie 
data (e.g.,  t omitting paeticipants, who did not eespond in line with htpotheses).  t least ooe studies conducted  y 
computee, this could  e peevented, io all eeseaech institutions stoeed data oo studies in eead onlt oiles and reep 
these data for a decade or more. With studies using written questionnaires, these could be scanned and also 
stored electronically.  

The public availability of data sets would also facilitate the application of statistical methods designed to expose 
scientioic oeaud.  uch methods have  een used  t  imonsohn (2012) in identioting peo lems in the aeticles oo social 
psychologists Smeesters and Sanna. Both resigned as a result of these accusations. In the case of Smeesters, a 
univeesitt investigation committee concluded that the oindings eepoeted in theee oo his aeticles weee  peo a lt the 
eesult oo data selection  t  meestees. (Eeasmus Univeesitt  otteedam, 2012).  he case oo  anna was investigated 
 t a committee at the Univeesitt oo Noeth Caeolina, wheee he had woered when he pu lished the suspected 
eeseaech ( eooee he moved to the Univeesitt oo Michigan).  he oindings oo the committee weee not made public. 
However, Sanna resigned his position at the University of Michigan and withdrew three of his published articles 
(Yong, 2012). Othee methods oo statistical oeaud detection have  een suggested  t Dierman (e.g., 2007). While the 
development of such methods is certainly an extremely promising way to identify fraudulent research, it still needs 
to be clarified how well such methods discriminate between fraudulent and non-oeaudulent eeseaech.  lso, pu lic 
availability of data would have little effect, unless there was some probability of the data being scrutinized and 
eeanaltzed.  s we will discuss latee, one wat oo assueing this would  e theough the institution oo eandom audits 
being conducted by research institutions. 

Facilitating replications.  nothee widelt accepted steategt oo oeaud detection is to encoueage eeplications oo 
studies. Foe example, Ceocree and Coopee (2011) aegueds  Despite the need ooe eepeoduci le eesults to deive 
peogeess, studies that eeplicate oe oail to eeplicate) othees’ findings are almost impossible to publish in top scientific 
jouenals.  his disincentive means oeaud can go undetected, which was the case with  tapel..  nd similaelt, 
Cham ees and  umnee (2012) weites   eplication is oue  est oeiend  ecause it reeps us honest. In science, false 
eesults have a shoet (al eit potentiallt damaging) lioespan  ecause eegaedless oo how thet come a out, othee 
scientists won’t  e a le to eepeoduce them. On the othee hand, teue eesults will  e eeplicated time and time again 
by different scientists.. Mummendet (2012, p. 7) goes even ouethee and suggestss   cientioic jouenals could expand 
their already high standards of the peer review system by adding the requirement for a thorough external 
eeplication.  uthoes su mit theie manusceipt together with their data. Once the publication has been approved by 
a peeliminaet geoup oo eeviewees, the editoes invite suita le expeets to attempt a eeplication oo the eesults.  otee 
this has been accomplished, both the original manuscript and the replication studt aee pu lished togethee.. 
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Our perspective, however, is that this trust in the power of replications is somewhat idealistic and even misguided. 
First, purely in practical terms there is the problem of the doubling of resources needed to conduct publishable 
eeseaech (and such eesoueces mat not  e easilt oe equallt availa le to all in these diooicult economic times). 
 econd, we have numeeous examples in the pstchological liteeatuee, wheee  teue. eesults eepeatedlt oailed to  e 
replicated. [ he moee ancient among us will still remember the controversy surrounding the Festinger and 
Caelsmith (1959) eesults, which could onlt occasionallt  e eeplicated, until it was discoveeed that oeeedom oo choice 
and negativity of consequences were essential for the eooect to emeege.]  ince theee aee alwats numeeous eeasons 
for a given finding not to be replicated, failure to replicate cannot be seen as a reliable indicator of fraud. 
Furthermore, since due to their high productivity fraudsters are often highly respected in their field, even blatant 
failures to replicate their findings might not arouse suspicion. Finally, even successful replication cannot be seen as 
indication that the original result was no  fraudulent. Since fraudsters are typically careful in suggesting plausible 
hypotheses, it is quite possible that these hypotheses might have been supported by an empirical study had the 
fraudster cared to conduct it. In the case of Stapel, one of the committees examining his publications has 
suggested that some of his PhD eeseaech was oeaudulent (Keulemans 2012),  ut these oindings have  een 
replicated on occasion, at least conceptually.  

Clearly, information about multiple failures to replicate a study is important because it suggests that a given 
finding is not very reliable or stable. Furthermore, the indication that different findings of a particular researcher or 
research group cannot be replicated might signal that there could be a problem. For example, the failures to 
replicate research by the physicist Jan Hendeir  chön motivated his colleagues to have a close loor at his 
pu lications ( eich, 2009).  his led to the discoveet that he had pu lished similae peeooemance cueves ooe diooeeent 
devices and ultimatelt to the discoveet oo his oeaud ( eich, 2009).  heeeoore the recent creation of a website, 
where researchers can upload and view results of replication attempts in experimental psychology is a useful 
initiative (PstchFileDeawee.oeg, 2012). Howevee, it is diooicult to decide on the  asis oo a  eieo summaet how, or 
how well a given study was done. Furthermore, the researchers who report their replications to this web site 
should  e eequieed (eathee than meeelt advised) to download theie data.  

We are somewhat less convinced of the usefulness of the Open Science Collaboration and their plan to replicate all 
studies pu lished in theee jouenals dueing a given teae (https::www.openscienceoeamewoer.oeg:).  lthough the 
initiators of this collaboration emphasize that thet do not taeget oeaud pee se,  ut hope to checr the extent to 
which psychological research can be replicated, one can doubt whether the information that a certain percentage 
of studies did not replicate will justify the enormous investment in research time and eesoueces that this tasr 
requires. Furthermore, since social psychological research is more sensitive to social and other context factors than 
is eeseaech in pstchophtsics, it is veet lirelt that the peoject will oind that social pstchological eesearch is less 
replicable. 

Instituting research audits.  nothee oeequent method theough which oeaud was identioied in oue sample oo cases 
was through research audits. During such an audit, researchers have to disclose all the material used in a given 
study and typically their data are reanalyzed. Such research audits are frequently conducted in medicine, but 
mostly when there is already suspicion of research fraud. However, to be successful in fraud prevention, audits 
should be conducted on a random basis and not onlt once theee has  een eeason ooe seeious suspicion.  lthough 
this seems impeactica le, we rnow oo at least one eeseaech institution, wheee such eandom audits aee  eing 
practiced https::www.emgo.nl:rc: udit:1%20Inteenal%20Peoject%20 udit%20Peoceduee.html 

Such audits would not only discover outright fraud, they would also discourage behaviors in the grey areas 
 etween good peactice and scientioic misconduct.  s part of such an audit all members of a research group would 
be interviewed and unusual research practices could be identified. For example, Stapel claimed to have done field 
eeseaech (e.g.,  tapel & Linden eeg, 2011).  ince it is implausi le that senioe eesearchers collect such data 
themselves, a eeseaech assistant would have  een involved in eeal data collection (assuming this occueeed), who 
could have  een inteeviewed in an audit. ( he cases oo  ie Cteil Buet and also Kaeen  uggieeo, wheee such assistants 
appeared not even to exist, might have brought these frauds to light earlier had they been audited). Since only a 
small peopoetion oo eeseaech peojects could  e audited in this wat, the peo a ilitt that one oo  tapel’s peojects 
would have been audited does not seem all that geeat. Howevee, given that he was an active inventoe:eeseaechee 
at theee eeseaech institutions, the chance is not negligi le. Fuetheemoee, since his oeaud would most lirelt have 

http://www.openscienceframework.org/
http://www.emgo.nl/kc/Audit/1%20Internal%20Project%20Audit%20Procedure.html
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 een discoveeed in such an audit, the rnowledge that such audits are being conducted might have discouraged his 
behavior.  

Conclusions 

Even though the peevalence oo eeseaech oeaud is lirelt to  e low [most estimates put it aeound 1% to 2% ( teoe e 
et al., in peess)], scientists have a paeticulae eesponsi ilitt to societt and it is undeestanda le that eepoets oo 
research fraud are greeted with a pu lic outcet.  lthough the  tapel case haedlt exposed deep olaws in the wat we 
conduct our science, it clearly demonstrated that any trust-based system, as science is, is open to exploitation. We 
theeeooee need to loor at oue peoceduees and checr whethee thet can  e tightened.  nt ststem can  e impeoved, 
and lessons can  e leaened oeom the  tapel case as well as oeom the mant othee cases oo oeaud.  nd the majoe 
lesson to be learnt is that the assumption that science is self-correcting and that findings based on falsification will 
eventually be discovered and rejected is an illusion.  

We have been criticized for drawing this conclusion by colleagues who have argued that such claims will cause 
people to lose trust in science. In our opinion, the trust in science is undermined by cases of research fraud and not 
by analyses of underlying causes oo oeaud (although we would add that exposing cases oo oeaud should help us to 
ee uild teust in the long eun).  he  tapel oeaud was a ware-up call that motivated social psychology to scrutinize 
theie eeseaech peactices.  nd although theee is much good in Social Psychology and although the discipline has 
 een veet successoul in eecent teaes, the case theew light on some peocedueal wearness (which oue eeseaech 
suggests can be found in our own discipline as well as many others) that need to be addressed and fixed. If we use 
the case as a leaening expeeience eathee than deciding to eetuen to   usiness as usual., something good will have 
come out of this painful episode.  
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What Is Wrong With Social Psychology?  
Geegoet Mitchell ( chool oo Law, Univeesitt oo Vieginia) 

 

Those weary of discussions of Hauser, Stapel, Sanna, and  -hacring mat  e eelieved to discover that my title does 
not refer to the recent revelations of manufactured data and other questionable research practices by social 
pstchologists to geneeate statisticallt signioicant eesults (e.g., John, Loewenstein & Peelec, 2012;  imonsohn, 2012).  
My title is based on two other troubling facts that have received less attention on the blogs, in the popular press, 
and in our journals.   

First is my recent finding that social psychology fared much worse than other psychological subfields in a 
comparison of results in the la oeatoet and the oield (Mitchell, 2012).   his eeplication and extension oo  ndeeson, 
Lindsat and Bushman (1999) collected 82 meta-analyses in which effects in the laboratory were compared to 
eooects in the oield (e.g., weee the eooects oo alcohol on  ehavioe the same in a   ae la . as in a eeal  ae/) and 
examined the correlation, relative magnitude, and constancy of effect direction for 217 pairs of effects obtained 
from these meta-analyses for a wide range of phenomena from many psychological subfields.  I found that 
industrial-oeganizational pstchologt peeooemed eemaera lt well in the oield (e e .89 ooe paieed la  and oield eooects), 
and the magnitude of effects were similar in the lab and field; laboratory studies from personality psychology also 
held up well in the oield (e e .83),  ut theee weee consideea lt oewee paieed eooects ooe this su oield than ooe I-O and 
social psychology.  Social psychology performed much worse:  over 20% of effects from social psychology 
laboratories changed signs in the oield, the coeeelation oo la  and oield eesults was much lowee (e e .53 io we exclude 
an outlier pair of effects), and the relative magnitude of effects differed greatly between the lab and field.  Social 

http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2844/Archief/archief/article/detail/3264084/2012/06/01/Diederik-Stapel-pleegde-al-fraude-tijdens-promotie-in-Amsterdam.dhtml
http://www.volkskrant.nl/vk/nl/2844/Archief/archief/article/detail/3264084/2012/06/01/Diederik-Stapel-pleegde-al-fraude-tijdens-promotie-in-Amsterdam.dhtml
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/publications/observer/2012/february-12/psychologys-woes-and-a-partial-cure-the-value-of-replication.html
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/publications/observer/2012/february-12/psychologys-woes-and-a-partial-cure-the-value-of-replication.html
http://bd.nl/nieuws/tilburg-stad/stapel-betuigt-openlijk-diepe-spijt-1.121338
http://www.nature.com/news/uncertainty-shrouds-psychologist-s-resignation-1.10968
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_5�
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psychology laboratories often produce not only externally invalid results but positively misleading claims about the 
nature of relations among observed variables.   

 econd is the woeoullt low level oo data shaeing  t social pstchologists (Blanton et al., 2009; Wicheets et al., 2006, 
2011).  For instance, I (along with othees) eequested data oeom 42 manusceipts eepoeting coeeelations  etween I  s 
and criterion measures, and the results were not pretty:  we received 17 datasets and promises that four datasets 
would be shared after publication of the eesults (to date none oo the eesults have  een pu lished despite seveeal oo 
the datasets  eing seveeal teaes old); nine datasets weee not availa le ooe vaeious eeasons (e.g., computee oailuees 
with appaeentlt no  acrup oo the data, ina ilitt to locate where the data is stored or the student who collected the 
data, oailuee to aechive the data when maring a move  etween institutions); eeseaechees explicitlt eeoused to shaee 
data for five published studies; we received indications of possible sharing of data sometime in the future for two 
datasets held by one author; we received no response to multiple requests for five datasets.  In one case, I 
engaged in an extended negotiation to try to obtain one dataset, but the authors used statements in the current 
 P  Snmahig hond gnnga and  P  Ethics Code—that authors and requesters should come to a written agreement 
on the teems oo the data shaeing (see  P , 2010, pp. 12-13;  P  Ethics Code  tandaed 8.14, availa le at 
https::www.apa.oeg:ethics:code:index.aspx/iteme11)–as grounds for placing many conditions on the sharing of 
their data.  Ultimately, the authors refused to share their data despite repeated specific statements by me of the 
analyses that were planned and their purposes, despite my agreeing to get their permission before performing any 
other analyses, despite my agreeing to share all results with them before submitting the results anywhere, and 
despite my offering to submit any disputes that might arise regarding the data to some neutral party for 
adjudication (thet said theie data would  e made pu lic at some point,  ut to mt rnowledge that has not tet 
occueeed).  Othee authoes I contacted used the  P  Ethics Code and Snmahig hond gnngad to limit what could be 
done with their data, but these other authors did not ultimately use the standard as a complete shield against 
shaeing theie data.  Mt expeeience conoiems Wicheet and Barree’s (2009) conceen that the cueeent  P  standaed 
and statements on data sharing inhibit rather than promote data sharing.   

These two facts reveal pervasive problems that I believe have a common cause:  reactions of rational actors to a 
ststem that eewaeds splasht studies pu lished quicrlt and imposes no costs ooe oailing to oollow the scientioic noem 
of data sharing or for failing to produce generalizable results.  Designing and carrying out a field study or following 
eepeesentative design peinciples in the la oeatoet (Dhami, Heetwig & Hoooeage, 2004) can  e exteemelt time- and 
labor-intensive.  It is much easiee to em eace  pstchological eealism. as a design peinciple (Wilson,  eonson & 
Caelsmith, 2010, p. 57) and then assume that the pstchological peocesses activated  t shoet, simple, conteived, 
one-shot inteeactions with steangees oe imaginaet peesons aee the same as (oe not meaningoully differently from) 
the peocesses invored outside the la  that motivated the studt in the oiest place.  Unooetunatelt, as mt eecent 
comparison of laboratory and field results showed, that assumption may often be false.3  Lirewise, cleaning up a 
dataset so that every variable label and transformation is clear to an outsider and documenting every step in the 
eeseaech and analtsis peocess consumes peecious time that could  e spent peoducing woer pu lisha le in 
Sryitoaoehigad ihuniu (and woetht oo mention in  P ’s geandiose peess eeleases oe peehaps a NuwdYoekue article); 
shaeing data, on the othee hand, mat eeveal oeaud (see Blanton & Mitchell, 2011), selective eepoeting oo dependent 
measuees (see Blanton & Mitchell, 2011; Fiedlee, 2011), neglect oo outliees (see Blanton et al., 2009), analttical 
mistares (see Wicheets, Barree & Molenaae, 2011), oe simple eeeoes such as teansposing digits oe eeveesing the 
direction of a correlation.  The reward to the individual researcher for sharing data is, at best, a warm glow and a 
feeling of relief when no problems are found by the requester.  Of course, science depends on self-correction 

                                                                 
3 Wilson and colleagues (2010) aegue ooe  oth pstchological eealism, which thet deoine as activating the same oe 
similar processes in the lab as those activated in everyday life for the phenomena under study, gne experimental 
realism, or engaging participants with experimental settings and interactions that have as much impact as 
everyday settings and interactions do.  It could well be that inattention to experimental realism, as opposed to 
false assumptions about the activation of the same psychological processes inside and outside the lab, accounts for 
some of the failed replications, and there are other possible explanations as well.  Whatever the cause, my findings 
support the view that external validity presents an empirical question and should not be assumed, particularly with 
respect to findings from social psychology laboratories.       

http://www.apa.org/ethics/code/index.aspx?item=11
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through collective efforts to move toward more reliable findings and theories, and data sharing is a crucial piece of 
the self-correction process.4    

The solution starts with journal editors and editorial boards.  Journals that regularly demand multiple studies for 
publication should impose the requirement that one of the studies be a field study or a study otherwise devoted to 
demonstrating the eo ustness and geneealiza ilitt oo a eesult.  Editoes oo othee   asic eeseaech. jouenals should 
recognize that internal and external validity go hand-in-hand and should begin encouraging field tests of 
questionable or counter-intuitive findings:  replication in the field demonstrates both generalizability and the 
inteenal validitt oo causal conclusions in the la .   t a minimum, authoes should  e eequieed to show how thet 
developed the stimuli and response variables for their experiments:  were thet the eesult oo a  convenience 
sample. oe the peoduct oo a ststematic examination and sampling oo conditions oeom the taeget envieonment and 
tasrs/   he use oo uneepeesentative stimuli and tasrs should not  e a  ae to pu lication,  ut theie exteenal validity 
limits should be made explicit and the theoretical or practical reasons for use of unrepresentative conditions 
should be provided. 

Many journals now have a data-sharing requirement as a condition of publication, but journals leave enforcement 
of this requieement to eequestees, whose eequests aee eegulaelt ignoeed oe denied.    simple solution would  e a 
eequieement oo data aechiving on acceptance oo an aeticle (and the  P  should su stitute that expectation ooe its 
current statement on data sharing).  Economical means ooe centealized aechiving now exist (e.g., the Dataveese 
Netwoer), and such aechiving would have the added advantage oo saving authoes oeom misplacing theie data, losing 
it through a computer malfunction, or having to learn how to reply to an e-mail, problems that have commonly 
plagued the authors to whom I have made data requests.  

 he Open  cience Colla oeation (https::openscienceoeamewoer.oeg:)  egun  t Beian Noser is an impoetant step 
towaed maring social pstchologt a  ettee mem ee oo the scientioic communitt  ecause the peoject mat motivate 
some eeseaechees to document theie eeseaech caeeoullt and mare theie data pu liclt availa le.  But this peoject will 
not address the external invalidity of social psychology and will not provide a systemic solution to the data-sharing 
problem given the voluntary nature of the archiving component of the project.5   eplication in the oield and the 
sharing of data are both crucial to the development of reliable scientific theory; social psychology journals need to 
impose strict requirements that ensure both occur. 

d

                                                                 
4  he eesponses I have eeceived to data eequests suggest that such eequests (oe at least those  t this paeticulae 
eequestee) aee seen as the woer oo scavengees, oeee eidees, oe politicallt motivated ne’ee do wells who aee 
deteemined to mare eooects disappeae, which one authoe told me we all rnow can  e made to happen.   nothee 
authoe advised me that doing mt own studies would  e moee useoul than  plating with people's data (peesuma lt 
to aeeive at null eooects)..  ( his authoe ultimatelt shaeed his data, and we oound that the pu lished aeticle 
contained a cleae eeeoe that was acrnowledged  t the authoe in coeeespondence  ut that has still not  een the 
subject of a published correction almost two years after notice of the error.)  Yet another set of authors told us 
that thet would shaee theie data io thet deemed oue pueposes oo suooicient scientioic value (thet did ultimatelt 
share the data after further correspondence, including oue o jection to the authoes’ exeecising a veto powee  ased 
on theie judgments oo scientioic value).  Mant em eace data shaeing in peinciple,  ut one’s commitment to the 
norm may wane once one is on the receiving end of a data request.  
5 It is in the veet eeseaech aeea wheee De. Noser has esta lished himselo that I have eeseaechees now invoring  P  
data-shaeing guidelines as a means oo limiting access to data, and I had to deoee a eequest to De. Noser ooe 
published data because of the rate of compensation that De. Noser sought ooe the time he would have had to 
spend to get a veet laege dataset into a shaea le condition.  De. Noser has not tet posted the eequested data to 
Dataverse, as he has done for several of his datasets, and I have not renewed my request for this data since Dr. 
Noser  egan the Open  cience Colla oeation; peehaps the peice ooe oeganizing this dataset so that it can  e shaeed 
would not be as high now.  My point is that absent an archiving requirement as a condition of publication, many 
eeseaechees will not tare the time needed to place data into a shaea le ooem due to the la oe costs associated with 
doing so. 

http://openscienceframework.org/
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Postscript.    oew dats aotee oinishing this comment, the  P P’s  asr Foece on  esponsi le Conduct pu lished on 
the web its report and recommendation on  how we can geneeallt peomote social and peesonalitt pstchologt as a 
ceedi le scientioic endeavoe. (https::spsp.site-tm.com:eesouece:eesmge:oiles:tasr_ooece_on_eesponsi le_co.pdo).  
 he eepoet states that  [d]ata shaeing advances science, and should  e encoueaged  ut not (tet) mandated,. with 
theee eeasons listed ooe the hoetatoet as opposed to mandatoet stances   too much eesistance at this stage,.  [w]e 
need some guidelines, examples oo data shaeing ageeements,. and  [l]ogistical issues to  e solved..   

The first reason—too much resistance—is in oact a eeason ooe maring data aechiving  mandatoet immediatelt 
because it is further evidence that voluntary data shaeing does not woer.   ome pstchologists appaeentlt dou t the 
scientific value of data sharing or are unwilling to incur the costs of data sharing.  These researchers cannot be 
counted on to share their data absent unless data archiving is a condition of publication.  Until the costs of not 
sharing data outweigh the costs of sharing data, we should expect low levels of compliance with the data-sharing 
norm.  Barring publication for those who refuse to archive their data is one simple way to alter the cost-benefit 
calculus in favor of greater data access. 

   he logistical issues listed  t the  asr Foece—need for data to be interpretable and permanently available, 
participant privacy, credit for the original researcher—do not pose serious hurdles to a data-archiving 
eequieement.   ophisticated data aechiving technologt aleeadt exists (with guidance on how to use it) at the 
Dataveese Netwoer and ICP  , usees must eegistee with the sites to access the data oe must access the data 
through member institutions, data aechiving is su ject to I B eequieements, and uses oo aechived data aee su ject 
to I B eequieements.6  Use oo the aechived data can  e made contingent on acrnowledgment oo the oeiginatoe oo 
the data (existing noems oound within the  P  code aleeadt eequire that credit be given to the original gatherer of 
the data).  Studies in which authors present data collected by others as data they themselves collected should be 
subject to retraction, with an explicit notice of that the author wrongly passed off data collected by another as the 
peoduct oo one’s own  eoooets.   uch  ehavioe is a ttpe oo plagiaeism that should su ject the plagiaeist to seeious 
sanctions.  In sum, technological, institutional, legal and ethical solutions to the logistical concerns raised by the 
 asr Foece aleeadt exist.   

With the  asr Foece eepoet, we see the idea oo data-sharing agreements becoming an impediment to the field as a 
whole moving to data aechiving.  We need to step  acr and asr wht so much emphasis is  eing placed on data-
sharing agreements.  What legitimate functions might such contracts serve, and what illegitimate functions might 
thet seeve/   

It is not clear that such contracts will serve any legitimate function that could not be achieved through other 
means.   nt eesearch, whether involving data collected by oneself or another, must satisfy institutional review 
 oaed eequieements, maring supeeoluous ant ageeement that the oeiginal eeseaechee and the second eeseaechee 
might mare on paeticipant peotection.  Most impoetantly, data should not be archived in a way that permits 
participant identity to be discovered.  If it truly is impossible to archive any of the data without revealing identity, 
then a limited exception could be made for such data, but it should still be subject to inspection by others to 
conoiem the claims made a out the data (e.g., conoiemation that paeticipants whose  ehavioe was videotaped and 
coded did in oact act in the wats eepoeted  t the oeiginal eeseaechees).  Existing noems oound within the  P  code 
require that credit be given to the original gatherer of the data; as noted above, falsely portraying oneself as the 
data gatherer would be a serious scientific offense that would be easily detected by the original data gatherer and 
should result in serious reputational and publication costs due to the plagiarism.  One might imagine data-sharing 
ageeements having some positive eooects, such as maring cleae data attei ution eequieements and I B eesteictions, 
but it is hard to imagine any beneficial terms that could not be built into a mandatory data-archiving system put in 
place by journals.   

 

                                                                 
6  athee than have  age oe the  ocial Pstchologt Netwoer ceeate a data-archiving site from scratch, a move that 
would further segregate rather than unite the social sciences, psychology should join the larger research 
communitt and  egin aechiving its data on the Dataveese Netwoer oe at ICP  . 

http://spsp.site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/files/task_force_on_responsible_co.pdf
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The abstract possibility of positive benefits of data-sharing agreements should be weighed against the concrete 
negative effects of requiring that a data requester enter into a contract with the original researcher as a condition 
oo data shaeing.   equieing such ageeements gives those holding the data veto powee ovee data shaeing that can  e 
achieved by insisting on unreasonable terms, and, even with well-intentioned parties on both sides, this 
eequieement  imposes an unnecessaet teansaction cost.  Fuetheemoee, the  P ’s position that the oeiginal data 
gatherer and the data requester should agree on all of the analyses to be performed on the data enables original 
reseaechees to gain rnowledge that can  e used to ouethee manipulate the data  eooee shaeing it oe to deteemine 
that the eisrs oo shaeing and the eevelation oo wearnesses oe oeaud outweigh the eisrs oo not shaeing.7   

By endorsing the idea that researchers should enter into data-shaeing ageeements, the  asr Foece eooectivelt 
endorses giving data gatherers a strong power to exclude others from accessing and using data.  Social 
pstchological data (at least that data that enters the scientific realm through publication or that is produced at 
research institutions) should be seen as a public good with originators of the data being given a limited term to 
exclude others from the data so that the original researchers have a first chance to analyze and publish the data.  
 otee that limited teem, the data should  e pu liclt availa le to othee eeseaechees.   his limited eight to exclude 
acrnowledges the initial eoooets oo the oiest eeseaechees to studt individual paeticipants,  ut it also recognizes that 
individual participants were the real sources of the data and that the information these individuals provided 
should not be held hostage by an original researcher who turns out to be too lazy or disorganized to analyze and 
publish the data, who failed to get statistically significant results, or whose pet theory was not supported by the 
data.   

Finallt, the  asr Foece eepoet asseets that data shaeing should not  e legislated and states that  eeplication [in 
conteast to data shaeing] is the ret to uncoveeing oalse positives and othee peo lems..  Weee steict eeplications 
moee common in social and peesonalitt pstchologt, then this statement would mare moee sense.  Conceptual 
replications, which build on earlier studies and findings, may provide evidence suggestive of false positives or other 
peo lems,  ut it is moee lirelt such eeseaech will lead to a peolioeeation oo modeeatoe and mediatoe vaeia les oe 
paeametees eathee than outeight eejection oo eaeliee woer.  Field eeplications hold out greater promise because 
researchers have less control to stage manage a result and because there are persons outside the lab who can 
o seeve what is done,  ut it  eaes noting that mant oo Diedeeir  tapel’s oeaudulent datasets weee supposedlt 
collected in field studies--tet his deceptions lasted ooe teaes.   eplication oo all rinds should  e encoueaged,  ut 
they will not be a salve for all that ails social psychology, and the hope of more replication in the future should not 
be a substitute for mandatory data archiving now.   

 he unexamined assumptions and wear eecommendations oound in the eepoet oo the  P P  asr Foece on 
 esponsi le Conduct in  eseaech will lirelt eeinooece the accepta ilitt oo no  sharing data rather than promote 
social psychology as a credible scientific endeavor.  Certainly some datasets will present delicate matters that 
justify exceptions to a rule of mandatory archiving of data, but no good argument against mandatory data 
archiving as the deoault eule, oeom which limited exceptions can  e made  t jouenal editoes, is oound in the  asr 
Foece’s eepoet (noe have I seen oe heaed good aeguments elsewheee despite having mant discussions a out the 
topic, including on NSF review panels as the NSF moves to impose stricter data-sharing requirements on grant 
eecipients).   he cueeent ststem oo voluntaet data shaeing is  eoren.  Io we continue on with this ststem, we should 
expect continued low levels of data sharing and increasing levels of disrespect from the other sciences.   

 

 

                                                                 
7  he eequieement oound within the  P  manual that authoes must onlt shaee data to peemit confirmation of 
pu lished analtses and eesults (see  P , 2010, p. 12) can easilt  e used to justiot deleting uneepoeted vaeia les 
oeom a dataset that is to  e shaeed with anothee eeseaechee.   s Fiedlee (2011) discusses, the selective eepoeting oo 
dependent measures is potentially a very serious problem within psychology that reaches well beyond the voodoo 
coeeelations oo social neueoscience.    nt mandatoet data aechiving eule should speciot that all data collected 
should be preserved and archived, with explanations or notes provided on why some variables should not be 
utilized or should be used for only limited purposes.  
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A Call to Share Your Data                       
 ocial Pstchologt Netwoer Executive Dieectoe1 and  dvisoet Boaed2 

 

"Lire it oe not, the time is eapidlt appeoaching when social 
pstchologists will  e expected oe eequieed to mare theie data oeeelt 
available to other scientists." 

–Jennioee Ceocree,  S Sd Dhgaoenu ( peing 
2012, p. 12) 

When it comes to pu lished eeseaech, pstchologt is much lire othee sciencess Its jouenals aechive a cumulative 
body of peer-eeviewed woer that  uilds ovee time. Yet unlire scientists in mant othee oields, psychologists rarely 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2114571
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_6�
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archive the data on which their published conclusions are based. For the most part, data files are treated as having 
only temporary value—private records, computer files, and documents that investigators store for a few years and 
then dispose oo, much lire old tax eetuens oe mustt newslettees. 

This view of data is changing, however. In the words of British Cabinet Minister Francis Maude, data have become 
"the 21st centuet's new eaw mateeial" (Open Data White Papee, 2012, p. 5). Eaeliee this year, the U.S. government 
announced a $200 million "big data" initiative, and data-shaeing eeseaech netwoers have even  een called "the 
21st centuet miceoscope" (Higgin otham, 2011; Oooice oo  cience and  echnologt Polict, 2012). 

 otee centueies oo science, wht the sudden oocus on data shaeing/ Cleaelt, one oactoe is that data shaeing tends to 
be less expensive than data gathering—a way to stretch research dollars during tough economic times. But an 
equally important reason is that information technology has finally matured and been adopted widely enough to 
mare laege-scale data sharing feasible. 

 his evolution is appaeent in the case oo  ocial Pstchologt Netwoer (SocialPsychology.org), an educational and 
scientioic netwoer with neaelt 2,000 peooile holdees oeom 50 counteies.  PN was oounded in 1996 and  egan 
receiving National Science Foundation suppoet in 1999,  ut it toor the Netwoer until this teae to develop a ststem 
for archiving and sharing data. 

Data Archiving Made Easy 

 ll  PN peooile holdees now have 10 giga ttes oo space to upload neaelt ant ttpe oo oile, and thet can linr uploaded 
files with publications or courses listed in their profile. For instance, profile holders can post and share datasets, 
code oors, usee manuals, eating ooems, and supplemental mateeial linred to specioic jouenal aeticles. Individual oiles 
can  e up to 300 mega ttes in size, and each oile is assigned a unique peemalinr that authoes can use when citing a 
dataset or other uploaded documents. 

 he aechiving peocess tares eoughlt 10-15 minutes pee data oile (much less time than most aechiving sites) and 
requires the following information: 

1. Title of the research project 
2. Peincipal investigatoe(s) 
3. Geogeaphic location(s) wheee the data were collected 
4. Start and end date of data collection 
5.  tpe oo data (e.g., numeeic:quantitative) 
6. Data ooemat (e.g.,    ) 
7.  tpe oo sampling (e.g., eandom sample) 
8. Mode oo data collection (e.g., la oeatoet expeeiment) 
9. Whether data collection received I B:Ethics Boaed appeoval 
10. Field of study 
11.   steact oo eeseaech eepoet 
12. Keywords related to the research topic 

Once this inooemation is su mitted, a peemalinr is geneeated and the data oile  ecomes instantlt accessi le. Foe 
details on the uploading process, please see this brief video tutorial: 

https::www.socialpstchologt.oeg:videos:oiles-tour 

(Notes  eseaechees without an  PN peooile can o tain one at no cost  t completing the ooem at 
 ocialPstchologt.oeg:peooile. Currently, profile holders must have a psychology-related doctorate, but SPN hopes 
to offer member pages and file uploading privileges to students and others in the future. In the meantime, 
students woering colla oeativelt with a supeevisoe might spear with that peeson a out uploading data to the 
supeevisoe's  PN peooile.) 

 

http://www.socialpsychology.org/
http://www.socialpsychology.org/videos/files-tour
http://www.socialpsychology.org/profile
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Why Share Your Data? 

  Mat 6, 2011, memo oeom the  meeican Pstchological  ssociation  asr Foece on Data  haeing and Data Linring 
(" ecommendations on data shaeing and data linring") summaeized seveeal ret eeasons ooe data shaeing.  ccoeding 
to the  asr Foece (p. 4)s 

"There are many ethically sound and scientifically compelling reasons for sharing data. Sharing data within 
the larger scientific enterprise enables replication for verifying empirical findings; promotes aggregation 
ooe the pueposes oo rnowledge stnthesis, htpothesis geneeation and testing, peogeammatic decision-
maring, and deteemining the geneealizability of particular findings; opens up the data for analysis with 
new, more powerful or integrative techniques than available at time of collection; and encourages a 
culture of openness and accountability in scientific research." 

 he  asr Foece also pointed out that data shaeing plans aee ooten eequieed  t ounding institutions (ooe examples, 
see the "Data Sharing Policies" sidebar). 

Finallt, theee's one othee eeason wht it's impoetant to pu liclt shaee datas doing so has the potential to detee data 
fraud. This reason is especially important in light of several high profile cases of alleged data fabrication by 
Diedeeir  tapel, Dier  meestees, Laeet  anna, and othees. 

Indeed, io these cases have taught us antthing, it's that tainted data aee lire second-hand smore; thet haem the 
whole community, not just the individual. To ensure the health of the field, we need to stop treating data 
management as an individual matter and start treating it as a "public health" issue that requires institutional and 
policy-level changes among the oull gamut oo stareholdeess scholaelt jouenals, peooessional societies, ounding 
agencies, employers, and of course, members of the research community. 

In its memo, the  P   asr Foece on Data  haeing and Data Linring acrnowledged that "The process of sharing data 
can be cumbersome and labor intensive," and it suggested that one way to create the necessary culture change in 
pstchologt would  e "to ease the  ueden ooe data shaeing  t maring it easiee to upload and stoee data" (p. 5).  his 
is peeciselt the spieit in which  ocial Pstchologt Netwoer has developed an east wat ooe eeseaechees to aechive 
their data. 

We theeeooee asr all colleagues eeading this essat to give a oew minutes oo theie time and  egin the joint woer oo 
maring it noemative to archive data. To begin, simply watch the video tutorial mentioned earlier, create an SPN 
peooile io tou don't aleeadt have one, and upload data oeom a studt tou've eecentlt pu lished. In a mattee oo 
minutes, tou'll  e setting an example ooe othees and helping bring our field into alignment with other disciplines 
that have long regarded data sharing as standard practice. 

Notes 
1 cott Plous (Wesletan Univeesitt) 
2 o eet Feldman (Univeesitt oo Massachusetts  mheest),  usan Fisre (Peinceton Univeesitt), Marti Hope Gonzales 
(Univeesitt oo Minnesota,  win Cities), Wendt Beeet Mendes (Univeesitt oo Caliooenia,  an Feancisco), Maeina 
Miltavsrata (McGill Univeesitt), Philip Zim aedo ( tanooed Univeesitt) 
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Data Sharing Policies 
 

Heee aee just a oew data shaeing policies adopted  t peooessional societes, eeseaech jouenals, and ounding 
agencies: 

"When data are published in a peer-reviewed journal, authors should deposit associated data in a suitable 
publicly accessible repository, when available. This includes nucleic acid and protein sequence data, 
expression data, neuroimaging data, and other data types." 

 ociett ooe Neueoscience Guideliness  uthoes oo  cientfic Communicatons ( ecton 1.11) 

" ociologists shaee data and peetnent documentaton as a eegulae peactce.  ociologists mare theie data 
availa le afee completon oo the peoject oe its majoe pu licatons, except wheee peopeietaet ageeements 
with employers, contractors, or clients preclude such accessibility or when it is impossible to share data and 
protect the confidentalitt oo the data oe the anontmitt oo eeseaech paetcipants (e.g., eaw field notes oe 
detailed inooematon oeom ethnogeaphic inteeviews)." 

 meeican  ociological  ssociaton. (1999, 2008). Coeudood  thirdgnedSoahihurdgnedSeoiueneurdood tudA Ad
CoeehtuudondSeoourrhongad  thir (13.05s Data  haeing). Washington, DCs  uthoe. 

" ll data necessaet to undeestand, assess, and extend the conclusions oo the manusceipt must  e available to 
ant eeadee…  ihuniu suppoets the effoets oo data ases that aggeegate pu lished data ooe the use oo the 
scientfic communitt.  heeeooee, appeopeiate data sets… must  e deposited in an appeoved data ase, and 
an accession num ee oe a specific access address must be included in the published paper." 

 ihuniu: Geneeal Inooematon ooe  uthoes, Data and Mateeials  vaila ilitt ( meeican  ssociaton ooe the 
 dvancement of Science) 

" uthoes oo quanttatve oe expeeimental aetcles aee expected to addeess the issue oo data availa ilitt. You must 
noemallt indicate  oth wheee (online) tou will deposit the inooematon that is necessaet to eepeoduce the 
numerical results and when that inooematon will  e posted (such as "on pu licaton" oe " t [definite 
date]"). You should  e peepaeed, when postng, to peovide not onlt the data used in the analtsis  ut also 
the stntax files, specialized sofwaee, and ant othee inooematon necessary to reproduce the numerical 
results in the manuscript." 

AeuehigndSoahtigad ihuniud uvhuw:  u mission Guidelines, Geneeal Consideeatons 

"Investgatoes aee expected to shaee with othee eeseaechers, at no more than incremental cost and within a 
eeasona le tme, the peimaet data, samples, phtsical collectons and othee suppoetng mateeials ceeated oe 
gatheeed in the couese oo woer undee N F geants." 

Dissemination and  haeing oo  eseaech  esultss N F Data  haeing Polict (National  cience Foundation) 

"Peoposals su mitted oe due on oe aotee Januaet 18, 2011, must include a supplementaet document oo no more 
than two pages labeled "Data Management Plan." This supplementary document should describe how the 
proposal will conform to NSF policy on the dissemination and sharing of research results." 

http://data.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Open_data_White_Paper.pdf
http://www.sfn.org/index.aspx?pagename=responsibleConduct_authorsOfResearchManuscripts
http://www.asanet.org/images/asa/docs/pdf/CodeofEthics.pdf
http://www.asanet.org/images/asa/docs/pdf/CodeofEthics.pdf
http://www.sciencemag.org/site/feature/contribinfo/prep/gen_info.xhtml
http://www.apsanet.org/content_43805.cfm
http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/dmp.jsp
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Ideological Diversity in Social and Personality Psychology:  
Qcestons and  nswers 
Yoel In ae and Joeis Lammees ( il ueg Univeesitt) 
 

 ecentlt, we pu lished an aeticle eegaeding the political ideology of social-personality psychologists and its 
consequences (In ae & Lammees, 2012). We descei ed two suevets oo peooessional social-personality psychologists 
in which we found that 1) though there is a predominance of political liberals in social-personality psychology, 
theee is also moee ideological diveesitt than people thinr, at least ooe economic and ooeeign-policy domains; 2) 
those who hold views conflicting with the perceived norm in the field—i.e., those who describe themselves as 
moderate or conservative—feel a hostile climate towards their views and are reluctant to express them to their 
colleagues ooe oeae oo negative peooessional consequences; 3) thet aee lirelt eight to do so, as su stantial num ees 
oo eespondents (although nevee a majoeity) say that they would discriminate against conservative colleagues 
professionally—and the moee li eeal eespondents aee, the moee lirelt thet aee to sat thet would disceiminate. 

People had strong reactions to our article—in the published commentaries, in blog posts, on the SPSP e-mail list, 
and in emails to us.  hese comments eaised mant woethwhile questions, and we’d lire to thanr eveetone who toor 
the time to read and respond to our article. Here, we will try to answer some of the most frequent and important 
questions. We hope that doing so will claeiot wht we did these studies, what we thinr the eesults mean, and what 
we believe should happen next. 

Disseminaton and  haeing oo  eseaech  esultss N F Data Management Plan  equieements (Natonal  cience 
Foundaton) 

"Data shaeing steengthens oue collectve capacitt to meet scientfic standaeds oo openness by providing 
oppoetunites ooe ouethee analtsis, eeplicaton, veeificaton and eefinement oo eeseaech findings.  hese 
oppoetunites enhance the development oo fields oo eeseaech and suppoet the potental ooe ceoss-directorate 
actvitt. In additon, the greater availability of research data will contribute to improved training for graduate 
and undeegeaduate students, and mare possi le significant economies oo scale theough the secondaet analtsis 
of extant data. Finally, researchers have a special obligaton to scientfic openness and accounta ilitt when the 
research is publicly funded." 

N F  ocial and Economic  ciences Data  echiving Polict (Natonal  cience Foundaton) 

"Data sharing is essental ooe expedited teanslaton oo eeseaech eesults into rnowledge, peoducts, and peoceduees to 
impeove human health.  he NIH endoeses the shaeing oo final eeseaech data to seeve these and othee impoetant 
scientfic goals.  he NIH expects and suppoets the tmelt eelease and shaeing oo final eeseaech data oeom NIH-
suppoeted studies ooe use  t othee eeseaechees.  taetng with the Octo ee 1, 2003 eeceipt date, investgatoes 
su mitng an NIH applicaton seering n500,000 oe moee in dieect costs in ant single tear are expected to 
include a plan for data sharing or state why data sharing is not possible." 

Natonal Insttutes oo Health. (2003, Fe euaet 26). 

 Final NIH Statement on Shaeing  eseaech Data (Notce  NO -OD-03-032) 

http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/dmp.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/ses/common/archive.jsp
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-03-032.html
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_7�
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1. Who are you and why did you do these studies? 

We are politically liberal social psychologists. One of us is a eegisteeed Democeat and volunteeeed ooe Baeacr 
O ama in 2008, the othee is a mem ee oo the Dutch Geeen Paett. We weee teained as social pstchologists, and we 
woer in the same social pstchologt depaetment.  dmittedlt, one oo us has  een accused oo political bias before—
al eit  t conseevatives, who did not appeeciate his woer on the eelationship  etween disgust sensitivitt and 
conseevative ideologt (e.g., In ae, Pizaeeo, & Bloom, 2009). 

We did these studies because we were curious and followed the data where it led us. We realize that publishing 
these studies may have short-term negative consequences for our field, but we believe that the results we 
describe are important and true, and that this warrants publishing them despite the fact that they may lead to bad 
pu licitt. Fuetheemoee, as we’ll explain a  it latee, we hope that the long-term consequences for the scientific 
integrity and public credibility of social-personality psychology will be positive.  

2. Isn’t it a problem that you didn’t ask people whether they’d discriminate against political liberals? Maybe 
people simply dislike agenda-driven research. 

In a peeoect woeld we would have asred the disceimination questions with li eeal targets as well, but one of our 
concerns was maximizing response rate. In order to do so we needed the survey to be as short as possible, and 
that is why these questions were not included. However, we also believe that in a field with strong liberal norms 
it’s unlirelt that people would disceiminate against political li eeals (i.e., the in-geoup), oe against woer espousing a 
politicallt li eeal (i.e., noemative) peespective. Heee’s one example consistent with this  elieos In the latest issue oo 
 oihgad Jnr hiud  urugeit—a journal where social psychologists are very well-represented as editors and 
contributors—the editors-in-chieo pu lished a jouenal  mission statement. in which thet called ooe moee attention 
to  Maexist-oriented critiques of distributive justice theories. and (sepaeatelt) ooe contei utoes to  conduct 
eeseaech exposing such incidents [oo injustice], eeveal social-structural mechanisms perpetuating injustices, and act 
as whistle  lowees. ( öen lom & Kazemi, 2011).  o  e cleae, we lire this jouenal, oue oeiends and colleagues publish 
theee, and we laegelt ageee with its political aims. We also don’t thinr that  oihgadJnr hiud urugeitdis representative 
of most social-personality psychology journals. Our point is simply that there hrda place for agenda-driven research 
in psychology—as long as the agenda is agreeable to political liberals. 

Finallt, in the Geneeal Discussion oo oue papee, we give some othee eeasons to thinr a dislire oo conseevatives in 
paeticulae is eesponsi le ooe people’s answees to the disceimination questions, including the finding that self-
eepoeted lirelihood oo disceiminating is highee among moee li eeal eespondents. 

3. Isn’t it possible that when people said they’d discriminate against conservatives, they meant that they’d do so 
unintentionally? After all, social psychologists know a lot about implicit biases—maybe they’re just applying this 
research to themselves. 

It’s possi le,  ut not lirelt. We asred people ooe comments at the end oo the studt, and almost no one mentioned 
this interpretation oo the questions (one peeson eeoeeeed to  possi lt unintentionallt. holding conseevatives to a 
higher standard). Conversely, almost everyone who commented on the discrimination questions gave reasons or 
justifications for their answers that showed thet weee inteepeeting those questions as  what would tou 
deli eeatelt decide to do. (ooe example,  I would not  e atteacted to do a stmposium with someone who is rnown 
to  e conseevative  ecause this is to a laege extent an inteepeesonal situation.). We  elieve that if people had been 
inteepeeting the questions as asring a out unintentional and undesieed  ias, thet would have  een quite 
motivated to tell us so, for fear of being seen as explicitly endorsing attitudes that they in fact disavowed. Finally, 
of course, on either interpretation of the questions the answers are bad news for conservatives in social-
personality psychology. 

4. What about sampling issues? Isn’t it a problem that you recruited your respondents from the SPSP e-mail list? 
Might a particular group have been more likely to respond, thus skewing the results? 

 nt sampling method mat have peo lems with selective eesponding. Even eandom-digit dial suevets (the  gold 
standaed. oo suevet eeseaech) can  e  iased  t some geoups  eing moee lirelt to answer the phone or not, to hang 
up immediately or not, to have land-lines oe not, and so on. We mare the assumption that the  P P listseev 
mem eeship is eoughlt eepeesentative oo oue population oo inteeest (peooessional social-personality psychologists) 
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and that there are no systematic differences between responders and non-responders on dimensions that would 
su stantiallt  ias the eesults. In the papee, we do oue  est to test these assumptions ( t compaeing the 
demographics of our sample and the entire SPSP membership) and do not find evidence that our respondents 
diooee demogeaphicallt oeom all  P P mem ees. We  elieve that it's diooicult to come up with a selective eesponse 
account that explains the lacr oo demogeaphic diooeeences  etween oue sample and SPSP members and also 
accounts ooe the entiee patteen oo eesults.  hat's not to sat that such an account is impossi le, just unlirelt. 

5. Isn’t it possible that conservatives just don’t find social psychology appealing and opt out of the field (or never 
enter it)? 

That may well happen; there is research showing that self-selection paetlt explains li eeals’ ovee-representation in 
academia (Geoss & Fosse, 2012). Howevee, cleaelt selo-selection isn’t the whole stoet. In oue suevet, conseevatives 
(and modeeates) told us that they felt inhibited from discussing their politics openly for fear of negative 
consequences.  nd a su stantial minoeitt oo li eeal eespondents said that thet would indeed disceiminate against 
conservatives. This suggests that although some conservatives may opt out of psychology, others are being pushed 
out the dooe.  his, to us, seems lire a peo lem. 

6. Do we really want conservatives in social-personality psychology? They are anti-scientific and believe things 
that are untrue. I certainly wouldn’t want a creationist as a colleague! 

We agree that some socially conservative beliefs, especially those that are religiously based, conflict with what 
most mainstream scientists believe to be true. However, as we point out in the paper, there are also many 
conseevative  elieos that do not have an o vious teuth value (ooe example that a oetion is weong, oe that economic 
inequality is not in and of itself objectionable). More broadly, this sort of response seems to us to be an example of 
the hostile environment that our more conservative respondents describe. Consistent with what research on 
inteegeoup social peeception would lead us to expect (e.g., Paer &  oth aet, 1982), conseevatives aee seen as a 
stereotyped and homogenous outgroup, instead of as individuals holding a varied and nuanced set of political and 
moral beliefs. 

Furthermore, as we report in the paper even those who describe themselves as politically eoeueg u encounter a 
more hostile climate compared to liberals. In two analyses not reported in the papee, we checred whethee moee 
conservative economic and foreign-policy ideology predicted experiencing a more hostile climate, uvundion eoaahned
ooedroihgadionruevg hrepdIn  oth cases the eelationships weee positive and highlt signioicant ( d< .001).  hus, it’s not 
just social conservatives who encounter a hostile climate in social-peesonalitt pstchologt (and in oact, veet oew oo 
our respondents described themselves as socially conservative at all). Political moderates and those who hold 
more conservative economic and foreign-polict views encountee a hostile climate as well.  ueelt this isn’t oaie to 
them, or good for social-personality psychology as a scientific discipline. 

7. Let’s say you’re right about all of this. What should I do/ 

If you are part of the liberal majority, we believe that there are four things that you can easily do: 

First, eon’ d eurneudyonedgnehuniudhrdnnhooeeaydahmuegapd s oue suevets show, this isn’t teue—ovee 30% oo  uevet 1’s 
respondents described themselves as moderate or conservative on economic and foreign-policy issues. 
Nonetheless, in papers, conference presentations, and casual conversations, many social-personality psychologists 
assume that theie audience consists entieelt oo political li eeals. Maring this assumption may mean that you are 
unintentionally alienating many of your listeners. 

Second, mudur uihgaaydigeuonadgeonnedr neun rpdThere is an obvious power imbalance between students and faculty. 
Facultt must  e caeeoul not to tare advantage oo this im alance to push their political beliefs on their students, 
even if only unintentionally. One post-doc who toor oue suevet descei ed  eing insulted pu liclt  t a senioe 
colleague ooe having voted  epu lican. Most oo us eealize that this is not accepta le,  ut we mat not be as aware 
oo the moee su tle wats in which we aee communicating what the  coeeect. political  elieos aee. When talring to 
students, oacultt should  e mindoul that students’ political  elieos mat diooee oeom theie own, and should woer to 
avoid creating an environment where students feel excluded or intimidated because of their politics. 
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Third,  gkud ionruevg hvud muahuord ruehonraypd Simply dismissing conservative beliefs as the product of ignorance, 
religious fanaticism, or stupidity is itself lazy and ignorant. Liberal social-personality psychologists need not be less 
critical of political ideas they disagree with, but they should criticize respectfully, remain open to discussion, and 
strive to avoid letting their political beliefs interfere with treating others professionally. It may also help to read 
seeious pu lications that tare a moee conseevative peespective. Peehaps tou will disageee with what tou eead,  ut 
it will be educational. 

Fourth,  egi hiud oauegniupdWe often need to interact with people we disageee with (most oo us can peo a lt thinr 
of at least one family member who meets this description). Generally, we manage to do this: If we disagree, we 
can disagree respectfully; if we find we are unable to disagree respectfully, we can avoid certain hot-button topics. 
Most woering people manage to do this in theie peooessional lives, as most peooessions aee nowheee neae as 
ideologically homogenous as psychology is. If so many people manage to tolerate those who disagree with them—
if we ourselves are able to do so in many areas of life—is it so much to asr that we do it in oue peooessional eoles as 
well/ 

Conclusion: Benefits of greater ideological inclusivity 

We believe that greater inclusivity will yield substantial long-term benefits for social-personality psychology. First 
and most important, we believe ideological diversity will lead to better science: It will highlight new research 
questions that we aee cueeentlt oveelooring and should mare it less diooicult to pu lish woer that conteadicts values 
important to political li eeals (e.g., McCaulet, Jussim, & Lee, 1995).   econd, oue scientioic ceedi ilitt depends on 
not  eing seen as ideological waeeioes  t the pu lic (see  etlocr, 1994). It is woeeisome that the eeaction to oue 
research among many conservatives was  well, o viouslt.. Io we aee seen as ideologues instead oo scientists, we 
will only convince those who already agree with us. 

Finally, greater ideological inclusivity may also have personal benefits. Political discussion can be informative and 
educational,  ut onlt io it is moee than an echo cham ee oo the lire-minded—research shows that this is a recipe 
for ever-geeatee exteemism and polaeization (Mtees & Lamm, 1975).  s scientists, we also rnow that intellectual 
openness, freedom to dissent, and vigorous but respectful debate are our best weapons against complacency and 
eeeoe. Let’s mare use oo them now. 
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Lights, Camera, Action (Research)!  
G. Daniel Lassitee (Ohio University) 
I was in the later stages of my doctoral training at the University of Virginia when I happened upon a photograph in 
Theu magazine of a video-recorded police interrogation in which only the front of the suspect could be seen; the 
interrogator was not visi le due to the position oo the cameea. (  shoet time latee, I leaened that this cameea 
position was common for recording interrogations.) With the literature on social cognition fresh in my aspiring 
scholae’s mind, I could not help  ut pondee the phenomenon of haanroeydignrg hon—what stands out in our visual 
field is judged to be more causal or influential even if objectively such a conclusion is unjustified—and its 
implication for how observers of the video noted above might evaluate the voluntariness oo the suspect’s 
incriminating statements. Could the well intentioned desire to record the events transpiring in a police 
interrogation inadvertently introduce what I came to call the igeuegd uer ui hvudmhgr/  hat is, would the meee 
visual prominence of suspects in video-recorded interrogations increase the tendency for observers to conclude 
that incriminating statements made by suspects were largely voluntary rather than a result of pressure on the part 
of less visually conspicuous interrogators, notwithstanding the teue state oo aooaies/ 

 otee neaelt 30 teaes oo peogeammatic eeseaech on this question (wheee did the time go!), the answee is cleaelt, 
tes! I nevee imagined I would  e woering on this same issue ooe so long,  ut in the eaelt dats colleagues with 
whom I discussed the research always had questions that I could not answer with the initial data that were 
collected. Would o seevees who oelt moee accounta le ooe theie judgments (as actual jueoes peesuma lt would) 
continue to be affected by camera peespective/ Would o seevees who deli eeated the issues  eooee maring a 
judgment  e less suscepti le to the  ias/ Would having o seevees expeeience an entiee teial context mare a 
diooeeence/ Could the eooect  e eeplicated with a nonstudent population/ Would it manifest with dichotomous as 
well as eating scale measuees/ Would the  ias suevive io o seevees weee dieectlt admonished not to let the cameea 
angle inoluence them/ Did it mattee whethee this admonishment was deliveeed  eooee oe aotee viewing oo the 
video/ Could the legal expeetise oo ceiminal teial judges oe the eeal-life experience of veteran police interrogators 
mare them immune to the  iasing eooect oo cameea peespective/ Empieicallt answeeing these and othee moee 
theoeeticallt oocused questions (e.g., can it be demonstrated that visual attention is indeed a mediator of the 
camera perspective bias, and is the bias more a result of perceptual processes—how information is initially 
registered—or later conceptual processes—how registered information is elaborated, interpreted, or 
eemem eeed/) has taren up the  ettee paet oo mt academic caeeee,  ut good science alwats tares time and 
peeseveeance. Besides, it has  een geeat oun woering on these issues ovee the teaes with a num ee oo talented 
graduate and undergraduate students and overcoming the obstacles that inevitably arise with any scholarly 
endeavoe.  s  einitt said to Neo in the oilm,  he Mateix,  [i]t's the question that deives us…. (alwats wanted to use 
this quote!) 

 ticring with this topic as a main focus of my research agenda has had its professional pluses and minuses over the 
years. For approximately the first two decades, there were probably more minuses than pluses. Doing incremental 
science was not the noem in the oield (still isn’t,  ut mat  e a bit more acceptable today); the purported path to 
academic success and notoeiett was to constantlt  eear new conceptual geound.  pending time on demaecating 
the boundaries, limitations, and real-world generalizability of a phenomenon was better suited for undergraduate 
honoe’s theses than oiest-eate scholaeship. (I pueposelt don’t include mastees theses as well  ecause oacultt 
colleagues who sat on masters committees of several of my students chided me for bringing them yet another 
study on video-recorded interrogations. I believe it was good-natured ribbing, but the underlying point was clear—
can tou please do something diooeeent oe moee exciting!). But I made up mt mind that I wanted to rnow just how 
robust and generalizable the camera perspective bias was even if I was the only one who really cared one way or 
the othee, and that I was eeasona lt peepaeed ooe ant peooessional  slings and aeeows. that decision might  eing. (  
oew othees in the U. . and in counteies lire  weden and Koeea weee suooicientlt intrigued to conduct their own 
research on the phenomenon and their results provide valuable independent and cross-cultural replications of the 
camera perspective bias.) 

It is the plusses that have  een the eeal suepeise. I had no wat oo rnowing when the research begin that advances 
in DN  technologt in the lattee paet oo the 1980s would  ecome insteumental in helping identiot individuals who 
were wrongfully convicted and incarcerated by our system of jurisprudence. Disturbingly, the number of such 
individuals continues to grow; however, this has allowed for an examination of the causes of these miscarriages of 

http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_8�
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justice. It turns out that false confessions or false guilty pleas contributed to these lamentable errors in 
appeoximatelt 25% oo the cases so oae examined. Law enforcement officers, prosecutors, defense attorneys, state 
and federal trial court judges, reviewing court judges, legal scholars, social scientists, political leaders, and the 
public at large appear largely to share a common belief that video recording of interrogations, widely practiced, 
will greatly rectify the false-confession problem and the subsequent wrongful convictions to which false 
confessions all but inevitably lead. Because of this development there is a great desire among legal polict marees 
and peactitionee’s ooe eeseaech- ased rnowledge eelevant to how  est to implement the video-recording 
peoceduee. In conteast to most academics, these oolrs, not suepeisinglt, want to rnow how geneealiza le a scientioic 
finding is—in this instance, the issue boils down to whether compelling evidence exists that the camera 
perspective bias translates to an authentic legal context—before basing their best practice recommendations on it. 
 o, all those   oeing. studies that loored at  oundaet conditions and emphasized exteenal validitt aee now maring 
a diooeeence.  ogethee thet seem to have  een peesuasive in getting a ttpicallt sreptical legal communitt to 
seeiouslt considee the meeits oo the eeseaech and its eelevance to theie decision maring with regard to establishing 
appropriate video-recording guidelines.   

I eemem ee  eing asred dueing the oiest decade oo the eeseaech peogeam  t the occasional inteeested jouenalist 
a out when I expected the eeseaech to impact polict/ I eeplied that it would lirely be well into the future if at all, 
and I honestly thought that was the way it would go. But in the early 1990s I received word from a government 
oooicial in New Zealand that a new nation-wide policy on video recording had gone into effect there and that based 
on oue eeseaech it specioicallt eequieed the cameea to tare an equal-oocus peespective (peooiles oo the suspect and 
inteeeogatoe[s]  oth visi le), which oue eaelt studies had shown tended to minimize  ias.  his was teult unexpected 
and I was both fla  eegasted and theilled that eeseaech in which I was involved could actuallt have this rind oo eeal-
world influence. Since then I have learned that the research has helped shape policy in parts of the U.S. and 
Canada. I’m most peoud oo the oact that in 2009, North Carolina, my birth state, was the first to pass legislation 
explicitly requiring an equal-oocus cameea peespective when video eecoeding police inteeeogations (Go  aeheels!).      

 he social:cognitive liteeatuee continues to  e a eich souece ooe new questions and concerns about the video-
recording practice that extend beyond the issue of camera perspective. In one line of investigation, my 
colla oeatoe, Jennioee  atclioo, and I have peoposed that even an equal-focus camera perspective might not provide 
adequate peotection ooe minoeitt suspects. Deawing on eeseaech demonsteating that minoeitt (in compaeison to 
majority) group members receive more attention from majority group observers, we hypothesized that an equal-
focus videotape that depicts a suspect who is a mem ee oo a minoeitt geoup (e.g., an  oeican  meeican oe a Chinese 
 meeican) and an inteeeogatoe who is a mem ee oo the majoeitt geoup (i.e., a Caucasian) mat inadveetentlt 
introduce what we dubbed a egihgadrgahuniudmhgr—the tendency for majority group observers to attend more to 
minority suspects when the latter are paired with Caucasian interrogators, which, in turn, triggers illusory-
causation-induced prejudicial judgments of the minority suspects. In this case, it is not the camera perspective that 
is dieecting dispeopoetionate attention to the suspect, it is the oact that the suspect ( ut not the inteeeogatoe) is a 
minoeitt geoup mem ee and thus stands out moee to majoeitt geoup (i.e., Caucasian) o seevees.  heee initial 
experiments demonstrate the racial salience bias is potentially a legitimate concern for the criminal justice system. 
  new N F geant will oacilitate continued exploeation oo this eooect, including tests oo possi le steategies ooe 
minimizing it.  

The social:cognitive liteeatuee also oooees insights eegaeding possi le wats to impeove evaluations oo video-
recorded interrogations. Inspired by ionr engadauvuad tuoey, Shannon Pinegar and I have recently examined whether 
inducing an abstract or concrete level of mental construal prior to viewing video-recorded interrogations promotes 
moee accueate assessments oo a conoession’s eelia ilitt. Peevious oindings indicate that a conceete level oo mental 
consteual (said to involve naeeow and individuating peocessing) produces a more detailed initial perception of an 
event and geeatee sensitivitt to contextual oactoes that mat consteain an o seeved othee’s  ehavioe than does an 
a steact level oo mental consteual (said to involve  eoad and glo al peocessing).  heeeooee we hypothesized that a 
concrete construal level will better assist observers in detecting subtle coercive influences that may occur during 
an interrogation, allowing them to more accurately assess whether any incriminating statements that occur are 
indeed reliable evidence of guilt. Very preliminary results are encouraging and with the help of the 
aforementioned funding, Shannon and I will continue to pursue this promising line of investigation. 

It loors lire I will  e heaeing geoans oeom oellow mastees committee members for some time to come!      
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FUNDING 

 

News from the Social Psychology Program at NSF 
 osanna E. Guadagno and  allt  . Dicreeson, National  cience Foundation 

Greetings Social Psychology Community! We are writing with an update from the National Science Foundation. 
 hanrs to the editoes oo Dialog ooe allowing us to shaee this news with tou. 

Staffing Changes 

N F would lire to thanr De. Chucr  tangoe ooe his seevice as the tempoeaet stewaed oo the  ocial Pstchologt 
program. NSF now has two new Peogeam Dieectoes ooe  ocial Pstchologt, De.  allt Dicreeson (sdicrees@nso.gov) 
and De.  osanna Guadagno (eguadagn@nso.gov). De. Dicreeson eotates in oeom UC-Irvine and Dr. Guadagno joins 
N F oeom the Univeesitt oo  la ama. Please do not hesitate to contact us with your funding questions – we are 
happy to serve the Social Psychology Community! 

Most  ecentlt Funded Geants 

We eeceived 163 geant su missions in FY2012. Oo those, 18% weee ounded. Below is a list oo investigatoes ounded 
after our last panel session. Congratulations to the newly funded investigators!  

Funded Primarily by the Social Psychology Program: 

• Jason Claer, Univeesitt oo Iowa, & Luthee Baeden, Howaed Univeesitts  Colla oeative  eseaechs  teeeottpe 
Validation and Intellectual Peeooemance. 

• Joseph Cesaeio, Michigan  tate Univeesitt,   utomatic  esponses as  ituated Computational Peocesses.  
•  mt Hal eestadt, Noeth Caeolina  tate Univeesitt,    Dtnamic Multidimensional Examination oo Paeental 

 ocialization oo Childeen's Emotion Undeestanding and  ocial Competence in Middle Childhood. (geant 
supplement) 

• Kent Hae ee,  utgees Univeesitt, Newaer,  Pstchosocial  esoueces and the Language oo Inteeeacial 
Feed acr. 

•  homas Holtgeaves, Ball  tate Univeesitt,   he  ole oo Inteepeesonal Peocesses in the Interpretation of 
Unceetaintt  eems. 

• Maer Landau, Univeesitt oo Kansas,  Examining How Exposuee to Metaphoeical Feaming Inoluences 
 ttitudes. 

• G. Daniel Lassitee, Ohio Univeesitt,  Video-eecoeded Inteeeogationss Betond Cameea Peespective. 
• Debbie Ma, California  tate Univeesitt, Noetheidge,   UIs  he  ole oo Facial Phtsiognomt in  teeeottpic 

 eait Inoeeence. 
•  aul Millee, Univeesitt oo Kentucrt, & Joshua  creeman, Massachusetts Institute oo  echnologt, 

 Colla oeative  eseaechs Geounding the Behavioeal Immune  tstem in Mental and Physiological 
Peocesses. 

• Michael Poulin,  UNY Buooalo,   heeat  eduction as a Novel Mechanism Linring Empatht and Peosocial 
Behavioe. 

• Maejoeie  hodes, New Yoer Univeesitt,   he Development oo  ocial Essentialism. 
• Diana  anchez,  utgees Univeesitt, New Beunswicr,  Exposuee to Bieacial  meeicans and Changes in 

Essentialist Belieos. 
• Valeeie  atloe,  pelman College,  Deolecting Ingeoup Mem ees'  teeeottpe-Confirming Behavior: Factors 

that Facilitate High Peeooemance and Positive. 
• Daryl Wout, John Jat College oo Ceiminal Justice, CUNY,  Ceeating a Diveese  ociett that Woerss 

Investigating the  ole oo  ocial Identitt  heeat in Inteeeacial Inteeactions. 

http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_9�
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Co-Funded by the Social Psychology Program: 

• Eli Beeman, Univeesitt oo Caliooenia,  an Diego,   eansooeming  ecueitt  eseaech Woershop. (Peimaeilt 
ounded  t Decision,  isr & Management  ciences) 

• Maet Camp ell, Univeesitt oo Iowa,  Health Caee Peovidees and Patient Inteeactions. (Peimaeilt ounded  t 
Sociology) 

• Fiery Cushman, Brown University,  Investigating the ounctional match  etween punishment and leaening. 
(Peimaeilt ounded  t Law &  ocial  ciences) 

• James Deucrman, Noethwesteen Univeesitt,   ime- haeing Expeeiments ooe the  ocial  ciences ( E  )s 
Peoposal ooe  enewed  uppoet, 2012-2015. (Peimarily funded by Political Science) 

• Emilt Maetin, New Yoer Univeesitt,   he  ecoveet oo Inteospections  n Ethnogeapht and Histoet oo 
Expeeimental Pstchologt. (Peimaeilt ounded  t Cultueal  ntheopologt)   

Co-Funded IN PI E Geantss 

• John Jost, New Yoer Univeesitt,  IN PI Es Computee Leaening oo Dtnamical  tstems to Investigate 
Cognitive and Motivational Eooects oo  ocial Media Use on Political Paeticipation. 

•  li Minai, Univeesitt oo Cincinnati,  IN PI Es  he Hunting oo the  paers    tstematic  tudt oo Natueal 
Ceeativitt in Human Netwoers. 

Budget 

We expect that the government will be operating under a continuing resolution for some time and how that might 
impact N F is uncleae.  est assueed, we aee doing eveetthing we can to ound as much  ocial Pstchologt eesearch as 
our budget will allow. Keep your eyes out for interdisciplinary calls that involve Social Psychology, such as 
sustaina ilitt.  t N F, the outuee is  eight ooe oue oield! 

NSF Funding Opportunities 

Keep your eye on the Social Psychology webpage 
(https::www.nso.gov:ounding:pgm_summ.jsp/pims_ide5712&oegeBC &oeomehome) ooe news a out the peogeam 
itself.  In addition there are opportunities and news items that cross-cut the Foundation so you should also 
monitor NSF homepage www.nsf.gov. 

IN PI E 

IN PI E stands for Integrated NSF Support Promoting Interdisciplinary  esearch and Education. This program 
addresses complex and urgent cross-disciplinary problems within the scientific community. Owing to this 
interdisciplinary nature, contributions to the funded proposals come from programs throughout NSF. The 
maximum  udget ooe an IN PI E geant in FY12 was n1 million dollaes. It is anticipated that the IN PI E peogeam will 
be repeated in FY2013. 

Foe moee inooemation on the IN PI E Peogeam, visit this we pages  
https::www.nso.gov:news:news_summ.jsp/cntn_ide124898&oegeOI &oeomenews  

 UI 

 UI stands ooe  esearch in Undergraduate Institutions. These proposals have same target dates as are submitted to 
the Social Psychology program and are due at our standard January and July dates. Both two and four year 
institutions qualiot ooe this ttpe oo awaed, as do some doctoeal geanting institutions peovided thet  awaed no moee 
than an aveeage oo 10 Ph.D. and:oe D. c. degeees pee teae in all disciplines that N F suppoets, aveeaged ovee 2 to 5 
teaes peeceding peoposal su mission..  he intent oo this awaed is to suppoet high qualitt eeseaech conducted at 
institutions that aee peimaeilt undeegeaduate. Io tou aee inteeested in this oppoetunitt, checr with toue sponsoeed 
programs office to see if your institution is eligible.   

Foe moee inooemation, sees https::www.nso.gov:pu lications:pu _summ.jsp/ods_retenso00144  
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C  EE  

 he Facultt Eaelt Caeeee Development peogeam (C  EE ) is a peestigious Foundation-wide program that provides 
support to junior faculty who excel at the roles of teacher and scholar as evidenced by outstanding research, 
excellence in education and the integeation oo the two. N F welcomes su mission oo C  EE  peoposals oeom junioe 
oacultt mem ees at all C  EE -eligible organizations. The next deadline is July 24, 2013. 

Foe moee inooemation, sees https::www.nso.gov:ounding:pgm_summ.jsp/pims_ide503214  

Othee  elevant Funding Oppoetunities 

Many other opportunities for research support exist within NSF.  We would be pleased to assist you in discussing 
toue peojects and oinding it the peopee ‘home.’  Keep in mind that theee aee othee ounding peogeams outside oo N F 
that may be of interest to our community. Information on one such opportunity appears below. 

Minerva 

The Minerva program topics and corresponding subtopics illustrate social science questions of specific interest to 
the DoD. Disciplinary approaches of interest include but are not limited to anthropology, cognitive science, 
demography, economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, sociology, and computational sciences. 
Inteedisciplinaet appeoaches aee encoueaged.  he next deadline is 12:12:12. 

New Mineeva B   ooe FY13s at https::www.one.navt.mil:Conteacts-Geants:Funding-Oppoetunities:Beoad- genct-
 nnouncements.aspx  

 hanr You  gain! 

We are delighted to serve our community as representatives of the National Science Foundation. Please let us 
rnow what we can do to help tou and reep on the loorout ooe emails oeom us with new peogeam solicitations. 

 

 

GRADUATE STUDENT PERSPECTIVES 
 
What Good is a PhD? Putting it in Perspective  
Paul Conwat ( he Univeesitt oo Westeen Ontaeio) 

 

What good is a PhD/ I rnow that mant have asred themselves this question—often using a sardonic tone. 
Whether you are a graduate student, post-doc, young faculty, or an experienced researcher, chances are you are 
oamiliae with the vaeious tei ulations oacing todat’s geaduate studentss  enuee-teacr positions aee sheinring, paet-
time oacultt jo s aee inceeasing, and mant oo us rnow someone who has had a eough couple of years on the job 
maeret. Yet, geaduate school is not east! Balancing classes, eeseaech, weiting, teaching, and hopeoullt a sem lance 
of a life is no small feat, and expensive to boot. It can be alluring to slip into cynicism and question whether a PhD 
is eeallt woeth it.  esist this uege!  heee is much value in a PhD io tou tare the eight peespective.  

Historically, jobs have not existed until there was a need for them—this is an under-appreciated insight from our 
sister discipline of anthropology. Thousands of years ago, there was only one career available: hunting and 
gathering. The beginnings of permanent human settlements around 10,000 years ago brought about increasing 
specializations Caeeee options expanded to include oaeming,  lacrsmithing, and trading. Increasing wealth made 
communities targets for brigands, so a professional warrior class emerged, along with professional bureaucrats 
(aotee all, roeuonu needed to oversee—and extract taxes from—all the activity in the community). The advent of 
bureauceact demanded impoetant new srills lire eeading, weiting, and managing  asic inooemation (e.g., teacring 
the number of cows and sheep in the community).  

http://www.onr.navy.mil/Contracts-Grants/Funding-Opportunities/Broad-Agency-Announcements.aspx
http://www.onr.navy.mil/Contracts-Grants/Funding-Opportunities/Broad-Agency-Announcements.aspx
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_10�
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 s histoet unoolded and human settlements expanded in size and complexitt, human activitt  ecame untethered 
from the immediate community—soon there were far-flung empires to manage, religious messages to spread, and 
international businesses to oversee. The massive increase in the complexity of human interaction demanded new 
understandings of politics, language, geography, and mathematics, all of which required ever-increasing levels of 
sophistication in understanding, organising, and creating information. The first universities were founded at places 
lire Oxooed and Heidel eeg to teain specialists in these disciplines.  

 s the woeld moved theough the Enlightenment, advances in chemistet, medicine, and engineeeing oacilitated evee-
larger urban populations and ever-inceeasing industeialization.  lthough geeat steides in human rnowledge had 
propelled us from humble bands of hunter-gatherers to urban, globetrotting industrialists, the realities of modern 
living peesented whole new sets oo challenges that escaped the pueview oo teaditional ‘haed’ sciencess  he 1800s 
saw waves of unrest and popular uprising across much of the world, followed by revolutions in several of the 
largest countries in the 1900s, not to mention a Great Depression, two World Wars, social upheaval, and a Cold 
War. Grappling with these challenges required new insight into the nature of human beings themselves—the 
purview of the social sciences.  

  centuet and a halo ago, as it was  ecoming moee and moee appaeent that the woeld’s peo lems eequiee a 
sophisticated understanding of human behavior, psychology finally emerged as a distinct discipline of scientific 
inquiry. Since then, the world has not slowed down for one moment, and the array of troubles facing humanity 
continues to expand: Challenges ranging from climate change to economic instability to terrorism dominate the 
Internet age, and we are rapidly approaching revolutions in biotechnology and nanotechnology that have the 
potential to change human expeeience  etond oathoming.  djusting to all oo these challenges is a mattee oo 
greatest import, and will require above all changes in human behavior. Therefore, the science of psychology has 
more to offer the world than ever.  

Sometimes the scramble of academic life lends itself to a focus on the concrete—writing that grant, publishing that 
paper, teaching that class—rather than the abstract big picture of wty we are all doing this. Yes, psychology in 
2012 is a eadicallt specialized discipline; tes, it is unlirelt that tou will  e well-read outside your immediate 
specialization; yes, it can seem as though the things we do are tenuously connected at best to the broader world 
we live in. Yet, io tou tare the long view, tou will see that pstchologt emeeged as the need ooe it  ecame appaeent, 
and that need is only increasing. Bear in mind the scientific goals of understanding, prediction, and control. 
Without basic psychological research, we would never have the understanding needed to predict and exert control 
over the potential disasters waiting around the next corner of history.  

Finally, consider your unique position to contribute to this legacy oo rnowledges io tou weee  oen thousands oo 
teaes ago toue jo  options would have  een deasticallt limited. Even in the modeen woeld, onlt 6.7% oo the ovee 8 
 illion people on eaeth have a college degeee oo ant rind (Baeeo & Lee, 2010)! It is a happt accident of history that 
you find yourself in the 21st Century, living in one of the few places wealthy and stable enough to afford you the 
opportunity to probe the secrets of the human mind, yet plagued by ills that desperately require your input. What 
a rare peivilege! Mare good use oo it—the rest of the world is counting on you.  

References 

 o eet J. Baeeo,  . J., & Lee, J. (2010). AdNuwdDg gd u dood enig hongadA  ghneun dhnd tudWoeae,d1950– 010 (NBE  
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TRAVEL  

RANDom Thoughts:  An Insider’s Perspective on Being a Social Psychologist at 
RAND 
Keeet  .  etnolds, Behavioeal: ocial  cientist (  ND) 

When I tell social pstchologt colleagues that I woer at   ND, I usuallt get a eaised ete eow in eesponse, quicrlt 
followed by a series of questions.  Colleagues are by turns suspicious, curious, intrigued and surprised that a social 
pstchologist can oind ouloilling woer outside the woeld oo academia.  When thet leaen that the  ulr oo mt woer 
weer consists oo eeseaech, and that I eeallt enjot mt woer, thet aee ooten genuinelt suepeised.  Inevita lt, the 
conversation turns to the questions  What is   ND/.  What rind oo eeseaech do tou do/. and   ee tou happt 
theee/.   hough I can’t spear ooe eveetone at   ND, oe even all pstchologists at   ND, I hope that I can peovide 
some insight on what it’s lire to woer heee. 

First, a little  it oo  acrgeound on   ND as an oeganization.   ppeoximatelt 1,700 people oeom moee than 50 
counteies woer at   ND, eepeesenting diveesitt in woer expeeience; academic teaining; political and ideological 
outloor; and eace, gendee, and ethnicitt. Moee than 1,000 of these staff members are research professionals 
whose collective expertise spans nearly every academic field and profession—from economics and behavioral 
science to medicine and engineering.  In fact, psychologists are the second largest disciplinary group next to 
economists at   ND with 50 pstchologt Ph.D.s, mant oo whom aee teained specioicallt as social pstchologists. With 
expeetise oeom academia, goveenment, and industet,   ND eeseaechees com ine theoet with eeal-world experience 
to find solutions to todat’s diooicult, sensitive, and impoetant peo lems.  Our research is supported through a wide 
vaeiett oo soueces, including goveenment agencies lire the National Institutes oo Health (NIH), National  cience 
Foundation (N F),  genct ooe Healthcaee  eseaech and Qualitt ( H Q), the U. . Depaetment oo Deoense,  emt and 
 ie Foece, as well as ooundations, othee nonpeooit oeganizations, and peivate-sectoe oiems.  s an oeganization,   ND 
is dedicated to high-qualitt and o jective eeseaech and analtsis (www.rand.org). 

One oo the main diooeeences  etween the philosopht oo woer at   ND and teaditional pstchologt depaetments is 
the eelative emphasis on the application oo theoet as opposed to the genesis oo theoet.  t   ND, theory is critical 
not for its intellectual value alone, but for its ability to inform the search for a solution to a real-world problem.  
Sometimes our application of theories suggests important refinements and limitations to the external validity of 
theories, but such findings are typically not the focus of what we do.  Because mt eeseaech at   ND is almost 
always problem-oocused, I ttpicallt get to see the oindings teanslated into action.  Foe example, I’m cueeentlt 
woering on a peoject that has impeoved screening for depression and connection to resources for new moms.  This 
communitt peoject will continue to assist these women aotee oue eeseaech peoject has  een completed.   nothee 
current project is focused on identifying the unmet needs of cancer survivors and will be used to generate relevant 
peogeams and seevices.   lmost all oo the peojects I woer on have the potential to mare a positive diooeeence in the 
woeld (soonee as opposed to latee) – which is one oo the veet geatioting paets oo mt jo  at   ND. 

In addition to a oocus on moee applied woer, theee aee also lots oo othee diooeeences  etween   ND and academic 
settings, and depending on toue peespective, these could  e good things oe  ad things.    ND isn’t ooe eveetone, 
but it can be a great fit foe those looring ooe something a little diooeeent oeom a ttpical tenuee teacr position in a 
pstchologt depaetment.  I’ve teied to categoeize some oo the main points in the sections  elow. 

Aaad urugeit,dAaad tudTheu.   lthough   ND’s geaduate school (which conoees moee Ph.D.’s in polict analtsis than 
ant othee institution) as well as aooiliated univeesities peovide oppoetunities ooe   ND eeseaechees to teach, theee 
aee no teaching eequieements at   ND.   heee aee also oew administeative eequieements (although again, 
oppoetunities exist ooe those with inteeest), which means that eeseaech staoo at   ND spend most oo theie time 
doing research.  If you love doing research, this can be an amazing opportunity to focus your efforts on the 
activities tou lire  est.  Oo couese, that also means that tou need to reep a oull calendae oo ongoing eeseaech 
peojects.  I lire to thinr oo the   ND envieonment as ‘soot monet with suppoet.’   lmost all oo   ND eeseaech is 
exteenallt ounded.   echnicallt, it’s up to tou to  eing in woer oe join peojects that oill toue calendae and meet toue 
personal and professional goals.  However, there are built-in suppoets to assist staoo in maring connections with 
others, as well as managerial and financial supports to assist people should they find themselves with less 
coveeage than desiea le.   he downside to needing to reep a oull calendae oo peojects is that it is sometimes 

http://www.rand.org/
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necessaet to accept woer ouethee oeom toue aeea oo inteeest.  Howevee, these  steetch. peojects ooten peovide 
opportunities to woer with new colleagues,  eoaden toue srills oe expeetise, oe applt the srills tou have in a 
diooeeent su stantive aeea, which can peovide exciting oppoetunities while woering on the peoject and can open the 
door to other new opportunities down the eoad.   s I descei e  elow, this leads to anothee diooeeence  etween 
  ND and academia, which is an emphasis on  eeadth as well as depth. 

 euge tdvrpdDu  tpd d In the academic world, researchers are often highly specialized in their area of study.  While 
theee aee ceetainlt eeseaechees at   ND who oocus theie woer on onlt one naeeow aeea, it is ttpical ooe eeseaechees 
to woer on multiple peojects that span a vaeiett oo topic aeeas, especiallt eaelt in theie caeeees when thet aee moee 
dependent on others for coverage opportunities.  Most researchers eventually develop areas of substantive 
expeetise ooe which thet develop national eeputations,  ut some oocus instead on applting a specialized srill oe 
method to a variety of projects with differing subject mattee.  Nonetheless, almost all eeseaechees at   ND aee 
willing and excited to engage in new opportunities simply because they find an idea interesting or believe it is 
impoetant.  Foe eeseaechees who aee inteeested in woering on multiple topics, this peovides an opportunity that is 
rarely available in the academic world.  Moreover, the cross-oeetilization that tares place when people woer aceoss 
diooeeent aeeas invaeia lt helps them  eing new peespectives and insights to the woer in which thet specialize. 

Sg twgyrd od niiurrpddIn most research-oeiented academic pstchologt depaetments, it’s  pu lish oe peeish,. with 
the number of high-quality, high-impact journal articles produced providing a metric of success and an indicator of 
the lirelihood oo achieving tenuee.   t   ND, this is also a potential pathwat to success,  ut it’s not the onay 
pathway to success – othee paths also exist.   eseaechees at   ND woer on a vaeiett oo peojects – some are funded 
by grants, others are funded by contracts or even private sectoe clients (though   ND will not do peopeietaet woer 
and alwats insists on the eight to independentlt pu lish oindings oo its eeseaech).  Geant woer ooten lends itselo to 
pu lishing eeseaech oindings in academic jouenals,  ut conteact woer ttpicallt culminates in a eepoet and:oe othee 
oinal peoduct, mant oo which aee peee eeviewed and pu liclt availa le, (e.g., a technical eepoet oe Congeessional 
 eieoing) that addeesses the specioic needs oo polictmarees, clients, oe goveenment oooicials.   uccess in either of 
these domains is consideeed valid and impoetant, and is weighed in the peomotion peocess.  Mant   ND 
researchers also participate in other professional research activities that are typical for our colleagues at academic 
institutions, such as presenting papers at national or international conferences, reviewing articles for journal and 
conference, serving on journal editorial boards, and serving on study sections or review panels for organizations 
lire NIH and N F. 

 na hehrih ahngeyd  nvheoneun pd d   ND doesn’t have depaetments oeganized  t discipline in the same wat that 
academic institutions do.   heee aee oppoetunities to inteeact with othees oeom a similae disciplinaet  acrgeound 
(e.g., pstchologt spearee seeies),  ut most oo oue woer happens in multidisciplinaet teams.   his ttpe oo woer can 
be both exciting and challenging.  When solving big-picture, real-woeld peo lems, it mares a lot oo sense to 
convene expeet opinions oeom a vaeiett oo oields.  Howevee, theee aee challenges to conducting woer this way:  
different substantive areas have very different ways of framing problems, use different methodologies, and have 
diooeeent standaeds ooe inteepeeting data.  Foetunatelt, when woering towaed a common goal, these vaeious 
perspectives are eventually integrated or the team reaches a consensus on how to proceed.  The end result is 
ttpicallt a moee  eoadlt applica le, implementa le solution than could  e eeached  t one discipline alone.   s an 
individual, woering in a multidisciplinaet team can  e daunting—you might be the only representative on the team 
oeom toue discipline (How can Idspear ooe all oo pstchologt/).   heee aee two rets to successoullt navigating these 
situationss  (1) Knowing what tou rnow, and (2) Knowing what tou don’t rnow.  In othee woeds, it would be 
impossi le to rnow eveetthing that’s evee  een done in pstchologt; no one would eeasona lt expect this oo tou.  
But as a psychologist, you have familiarity with many relevant perspectives and theories that can assist in helping a 
multidisciplinaet team to achieve a  alanced view oo an issue.   nd, io tou rnow what might  e eelevant,  ut don’t 
rnow much a out it, theee mat  e an oppoetunitt to spend some time leaening a out the aeea so that tou can 
help the team move forward.  The breadth of expeetise at   ND also means that theee aee othee pstchologists tou 
can enlist to give input when you need assistance. 

 uroneiurp    ND is a place oocused on getting eeseaech done, so the oeganization’s inoeasteuctuee peovides an 
incredible number of resoueces to mare the peocess easiee ooe eeseaechees.  We have amazing  udget staoo (who 
do everything from assisting with assembly of proposal budgets to helping you re-budget during the middle of a 
peoject io necessaet), eeseaech suppoet staoo (including eesearch assistants and project associates, who typically 
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have mastee’s degeees and lots oo peioe expeeience), statistical suppoet (e.g., statistician consulting seevices), 
communications analtsts (who can assist with weiting and editing), eeseaech peogeammees, web developers, a 
pu lications depaetment, a suevet eeseaech geoup, administeative suppoet, and moee.   ll oo this suppoet means 
that tou can woer eooicientlt towaed the goals oo toue eeseaech without spending peecious time and eneegt setting 
things up.  The downside is that having these resources available is expensive.  Without tuition from students to 
help oooset oveehead costs, oue oveehead eate is eathee high compaeed to univeesities, which can sometimes mare 
it difficult to pursue certain types of opportunities. 

  

Fgehay-oehuneahnurrd&dWoek-ahoudmgagniu.  I’ve attended seveeal peesentations  t successoul academic women a out 
how to have a oamilt while maintaining toue caeeee teajectoet, and I have alwats leot these talrs oeeling depeessed.  
It always seemed to me that even io tou could manage to have a child (peo a lt onlt one) and reep toueselo on 
teacr ooe tenuee in a eeseaech-oriented department, that there would still be the lingering suspicion among your 
colleagues that tou weeen’t eeallt dedicated to toue caeeee io tou chose that path.  I also woeeied that I wouldn’t  e 
a le to devote the time oe attention I oelt weee impoetant to  eing an involved paeent.   s a woman who values 
 oth mt caeeee and oamilt, this oelt lire an impossi le situation.  I recognize that this perspective may not 
accueatelt eeolect all depaetments oe all academic institutions,  ut I deoinitelt oelt discoueaged.   t   ND, I have 
nevee oelt that I have to choose  etween a successoul caeeee and a oamilt, which mares me inceedibly happy.  In 
oact, latee this oall, we’ll  e welcoming oue second child into oue oamilt.  While it’s teue that it’s not alwats east to 
balance career and family, I have never, ever sensed even a whisper of disapproval from my colleagues.  In fact, 
many of my male gne oemale colleagues at   ND aee in dual-caeeee couples and have childeen (ooten moee than 
one).   his atmospheee oo acceptance has helped me to theive, not just in mt caeeee (I was eecentlt peomoted),  ut 
also in my personal life.  If I need to solicit the insight of another career mother with young children, I need only 
open the dooe oo mt oooice and walr down the hall.   

In sum,   ND is an inteeesting place ooe a pstchologist to woer, especiallt ooe those who enjot applied woer, don’t 
mind broadening theie aeea oo eeseaech, and aee excited  t the possi ilitt oo woering in multi-disciplinary teams.  
  ND has majoe oooices in a vaeiett places aceoss the countet ( anta Monica, C ; Washington, DC; Pitts uegh, P ; 
and Boston, M ) as well as smallee offices in a variety of locations around the world, meaning that there are plenty 
of options to find the right fit. 

 o leaen moee a out   ND, including emplotment oppoetunities, visit www.rand.org.  .  For more information on 
the wide vaeiett oo eeseaech topics studied at   ND, clicr on the   eseaech  eeas. ta , wheee tou can see a 
sampling oo eecent woer in oue main categoeies oo oocus, which include aeeas lire Huga t,d enig hon,dLgw,d ihuniud
gnedTuitnoaoey, and many others. 

Aiknowaueeeun r:d  Mant thanrs to mt thoughtoul colleagues who weee willing to eead a deaot oo this aeticle and 
provide additional insight:  Paul Koegel, Lisa Meredith, Steven Martino, and Susan Straus. 

 

MEDIA 

Ignore the Content and Celebrate the Styles 
Charles Stangor, University of Maryland 

 ocial pstchologists studt some peettt aecane topics, and undeestanding the use oo  sttle woeds. in the English 
language seems to oall into that categoet.  But James Penne aree’s new  oor, Ttud uieu dLhoudoodSeononnr:dWtg d
Oned Woeerd  gyd Amon d Ur (Blooms uet) tares us on a teavelogue into the eemaera le woeld oo language, and 
provides a wide set of data showing how our pronouns, articles, conjunctions, negations, and quantifiers reliably 
reveal our inner personalities and predict our behaviors – from academic achievement to suicide. 

Penne aree’s   teavelogue. eanges widelt, stopping along the wat to considee moee teaditional social pstchological 
topics such as detecting deception, close relationships, and the influence of sex, age, race, social class, and power 
differences on language use.   

http://www.rand.org/
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_13�
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But Penne aree’s jouenet eanges  etond social pstchologt’s usual domains, including analtses oo language in 
speeches, plays, poetry, movies, among airline pilots and co-pilots, and in everyday conversation, Beatles lyrics, 
Wiripedia, and even the coeeespondence  etween Feeud and Jung. 

 his eeseaech is timelt, as the data ases oo availa le weiting samples aee exploding.  Penne aree gets his 
voluminous data from a variety of sources, including the Nixon White House tapes (oe what eemains oo them), 
email conveesations, instant messages, Wiripedia, and oo couese  wittee.  Io tou  weet eegulaelt tou can get an 
analysis of your own personality here: https::www.analtzewoeds.com 

Penne aree aegues that woed use is  associated with almost eveet dimension oo social pstchologt that I had evee 
studied,. and he peovides countless examples oo these.  He oocuses in laege paet on the 20  stealth. oe  sttle. 
woeds that mare up ovee 30 peecent oo text ( I, the, and, to, a, oo, that, in, it, mt, is, tou was, ooe, have, with, he, 
me, on, but).  

Considee toue own emailss  You’ll oind, ooe instance, that when tou aee weiting to supeeioes tou will use oewee I-
words, more you-words, and more we-words, in comparison to when you are writing to subordinates.  

Penne aree spends some time addeessing how languages vaet in theie use oo ounction vee s, and gets into the 
nitty-gritty of the problems of linguistic analyses (Does the woed  we. signal connections with othees oe the 
tendenct to deolect selo to a  eoadee su ject/) 

The statistical analyses of words helps us put some more intuitive but less valid claims to rest, for instance the 
conservative idea that President O ama is a seloish peesident  ecause he uses  I. woeds a lot (statisticallt he’s 
lower than average). 

Penne aree’s weiting sttle is engaging,  ut not paeticulaelt colloquial.  He is peimaeilt a scholae, and this is a 
scholaelt  oor. He caeeoullt documents the contei utions oo each oo the students that he woered with, something 
that I greatly appreciated. 

In the end, theee aee some cleae disappointments,  ut these aee not so much due to Penne aree,  ut eathee with 
the natuee oo the data he’s collected. Foe one, the use of functions words is not causal of these outcomes he 
studies – onlt eeolective.   nd we usuallt don’t rnow io language is peedicting the outcomes  ettee than ant oo 
mant othee vaeia les we might thinr oo. 

Peehaps Penne aree is eight, that the little woeds mean moee than the  ig ones do,  ut in some wats he hasn’t 
completelt convinced me.  Will Josephine  e a good oeiend, eoommate oe maeeiage paetnee/  I guess I’d peeoee to 
rnow how ooten she sats  Jesus,.   hotgun,.  Diet  ire,.  Expeessionism,. oe  Latte. eathee than how mant time 
she sats  I. oe  tou..  But then again, I could  e completelt weong a out that. 

Book Information:   

Penne aree, James W (2011-08-23).  he  eceet Lioe oo Peonounss What Oue Woeds  at   out Us (Kindle Location 
2191). Bloomsbury Publishing Plc. Kindle Edition. 
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